




Congratulations Sir !
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National Award For Teachers 2005

Bravo Mr. Freese

With Mr. Freese around, one always feels enthusiastic and energetic - he has a natural gift to uplift
ones spirit. As expected, Mr. Freese has grown from strength to strength and today he is a much
respected and honoured citizen of Pune. The President of India has recognized this by awarding him a
"National Award 2005" . With allthe success and accolades, Mr. Freese continues to remain 'Frank'to all
his friends and compatriots - the heady wine of success has not affected him.

Any observer will see him transforming an old and culture-bound institution : taking it fonryard,
establishing new benchmarks consistent with this millennium. The Vision and the derived Mission of
providing top-quality schooling to the burgeoning population of Pune has fuelled his zeal: and he is doing
such a marvelous job.

Many institutions have changed Kalyani Nagar from a sleepy suburb to the 'talk-of-the-town': to the
chagrin of most of the original inhabitants. However, the outstanding one that all residents take unabashed
pride in is The Bishop's Co-Ed School' - with Mr. Frank Freese as the CE0. He has matched and even
surpassed Business Houses in establishing/extending an organization with such thoroughness, speed and
alacrity. Bishop's school in Undri is already underway. But he is not resting on his laurels - many more
challenges are lined up and will excel under his baton.

Mr. Freese is a caring and sharing person - always sensitive to the feelings, needs and requirements of
people. He always seems to find sufficient time to really listen to, understand and reach out to persons. An
innate team man, he attributes success to the team and thus emerges a revered leader: he has the gift of
drawing out the best from a person. However, these attributes do not lead to 'softness' in achievement of
tasks! He expects and gets discipline in a mature, goal-oriented and dedicated fashion required forthe job -

without a heavy hand, giving necessary freedom and space to individuals to contribute. To him, team
comprises every individual; every effort is valued.

All of this must come from a deep, inner sense of service to God and children. God bless Mr. Frank

Freese and give him all the strength to live his Vision and accomplish his Mission.

- The Statl
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a/( onourable Guardian Minister for pune, Mr & Mrs
Ajit Pawar; Chief Guests for this evening, Members of
the Governing Body, Headmistress and Senior Heads
of Departments, parents, teachers, students and well
wishers. School opened for The Bishop,s Co_Ed
School, Kalyaninagar on g,n June 2004, after much
apprehension, fear and doubt as to whether we would
be able to do so on schedule. Many parents visited the
Campus on the evening of June the 6'h and found that
the quadrangle in front of the outdoor stage was still
very rocky, uneven and cluttered with a whole lot of
building material. 0vernight, we had to clear all this
material, level the ground, roll it, and make it
presentable for the School 0pening CeremonV the next
day, 7'n June 2004. people just could not believe in me
transformation of the land or that I had kept mv
promise.

Parents, well-wishers, Staff and even 0ur
detractors were surprised when they walked in on the
evening of 7'n June, 2004 I They were amazed to see
that the whole scenario had changed and everything
was so well organized, with over 3000 chairs laid out
neatly for the function! The Opening Ceremony was
graced by our Chairman, the Members of the
Governing Body, Mr.Surendra Sanas and Mr Sudhir
Kulkarni our builders, and Rev. Rathod, who conducted
the service. 0ur parents, visitors and friends who were
there at the Programme were very supportive and
encouraging indeed and this was evident by the
hundreds of bouquets presented to the School and
also the many, many cards expressing good wishes. In
his speech, the Chairman mentioned that in the
dictionary of Mr Frank Freese, the word ,impossible,

did not exist and this was most encouraging because
rt set a certain challenge to staff and students alike, to
emulate their Principal. He was most encouraging ln
his remarks that the School building had been
completed within the short span of a year and was
looking so wonderful! Moreover, he was sure it would
lead to The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar berng
a very successful center of learning for boys and girls.

Classes started with a bang on the B,n of June, when
we had hundreds of Lower K.G. and Nursery children
weeping and screaming, some in excitement t0 get t0
class and others in the hope that thev would be sent
home immediatelyl lt took about ten days for the
School to settle down and for classes t0 srarl
functioning smoothly, because by then most of the
new children and all the new Staff had got down to
regular work and our new Academic year in The
Bishop's Co-Ed new School building was fully
functional.

In the month of October, we had transferred
approximately 50 boarder boys and housed them rn
two new dormitories in the School building. These
boys had initially been admitted as boarders to The
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar but since the
dormitories were not ready, they were housed in the
Camp School on a temporary basis for six months. lam
happy t0 report here that we have transferred Mrs
Bulani, an experienced Matron, to lend stability to the
start of our new Hostel, which was well supervised by
Ms Helen Earland, who had been appointed as Hostel
Superintendent.

We started the year with 1880 children in 37
classes, taken care of by 42 Assistant Teachers and I 6
Helper Teachers. This strength has now risen to 2g1g
students, being supervised by 83 Assistant Teachers
and 21 HelperTeachers. This is indeed an achievement
in a period of a little over 26 months!

Mrs L O'Connor. the Supervisor and Mrs F Fonseca.
Co-ordinator were very ably supervised and directed
by Mrs V Freese, the Headmistress. Academics and
extra-curricular activities, were competently and
efficiently managed under the guidance of Mrs.
Fonseca.

Extra-curricular activities such as football,
basketball, badminton, table tennis, carom and karate
etc. were introduced in the School and today, we have
two boys'football teams participating in The pS.S.A.

Tournament and we have also entered the girls football
team in the Girls Tournament.

KALYANINAGAR PRIZE DAY .

*$
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It was very encouraging to visit the Exhibition

organized by the Heads of The Bishop's Co-Ed School,

Kalyaninagar. Although this was our very first
presentation, every effort was made to instill a certain

sense of pride and quality amongst our students and

staff, while putting up such a wonderful display of

talent and hand-work by our children. The parents who

visited the Exhibition were most encouraging and

forthcoming with valuable advice and helpful

suggestions for such future events. I am sincerely

grateful to parents forthese suggestions.

We also had a number of book exhibitions in

School,lrom where the children, very enthusiastically,

selected books of their own choice. 0ver the last year,

the Library has been periodically stocked with a

variety of books from various dealers but the bulk of

our supplies have come from Crossword, which

though expensive, has a very good selection and a

wide range of books. Mr Gupta, the Proprietor of

Crossword, had even presented the School with

Rs.40,000/- worth of books as a gift to encourage our

children to make reading a regular habit. The children

are encouraged to present the School with books on

their birthdays, instead of bringing cake and return

gifts for their classmates to celebrate their special day.

This programme, though voluntary, has seen many,

many new additions to our Library.

Right through the year, we have been having our

usual Inter-Olass and Inter-House programmes, where

elocution, quizing etc have been conducted very well.

0ver the past one year, we have been regularly

upgrading material in ourthree Laboratories and today,

we are well prepared with enough material and

equipment lor the Council Inspection for Affiliation, as

soon as it is arranged. Our Application for Affiliation to

the Council has been sent in and we hope to have our

inspection within the next couple of months.

The School Kitchen and Dining Room were furnished

with stainless steel furniture and the Kitchen was

equipped with 'State of the Art' equipment. Mrs M

Aikin was appointed as Catering Supervisor, while Mr

Fynn is her Assistant. I am happy to inform any

Boarder parents sitting here tonight, that the Kitchen

has been running extremely well, catering to 'l 20

boarders and approximately 10 Staff members. I am

very encouraged with the fact that till date, I have not

received a single negative report regarding the quality

of food. Infact, a great number of our boarders go back

for a second and even a third helping, at every meal! All

the resident staff, including matrons, dine with the

children in the School Dining Room.

We were also able to accommodate four bachelors

and three couples in the Staff quarters. I feel that being

a Boarding School, we need as many resident staff on

the Campus as possible.

The School Infirmary has been doing very well and

is ably looked after by Mrs Mary Matthew and Miss

Rani Lazarus, both fullv trained nurses. Our medical

needs were supervised by Dr Dashmit Singh till we

finally employed Dr B Tucker, to take care of the

children and Staff of both our Schools. He is voluntarilv

looking after the medical needs of the inmates at The

Eventide Home, in addition to his school duties. Dr

Tucker has introduced a very precise but necessary

Medical Programme for our students and Staff, which

has been implemented very successfully.

A number of our young teachers with babies to care

for, were apprehensive about how they were going to

manage a full day's work as well as find someone to

look after their babies. This problem was very easily

overcome when we decided to go ahead and open a

Creche for staff children, We have appointed a matron

and two ayahs to look afterthe Creche.

Work has continuously been going on in the School

Auditorium and we have completed the thermal

insulation of the roof as well as the false ceiling. Later

on,we will look into the padding of the walls of the

Auditorium to make it acoustically good. 1000 chairs

were also purchased for our seating arrangements in

the Auditorium. Every morning, Assembly is

conducted in this huge hall, where almost 2500

children and 104 teachers assemble dailv at 8.40am.

The landscaping of our present Campus has been

personally supervised by the Principal because the

landscape engineer abandoned us after two months,

with little or no work having been done by him. Today

we have many garden beds blooming with flowers and

we also have wooden planters installed on the railing

on the first floor, with a variety of colourful flowers,

which are changed seasonally. The rough rock-strewn

area in front ofthe outdoor stage has now been planted

with a lawn and the whole area is now a wonderful,

big, green, playing ground, except for the concrete

5
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Basketball Court, which has been built towards the

edges of our School Plot and that of Plot N0.80. We are

still to receive the title deeds of Plot No.B0 from the

Pune Municipal Corporation, inspite of us being the

highest bidder' Hs. 1.10 crore more than the next

bidder.

Nevertheless, progress has been made on

acquiring Plot N0.80 and at present, the Court Receiver

has presented a very positive report in favour of the

PM.C, to the High Court. We believe the decision to

hand over the premises to the Pune Municipal

Corporation, and then to The Bishop's Education

Society, will come forth shortly.

My sincere thanks to the Board of Governors for

their continued support and encouragement in building

this magnificent School! When one is faced with so

many problems relevant to sanctions, approvals and

NOCs, it is always heartening to know that one has the

full support of the Board and therefore one is able to

function and give of one's best at every juncture, and

overcome allhurdles!

My sincere thanks also to Mr Shentre, Mr Lonkar of

the PM.C. School Board, to Mr Jadav Mr Gutte, Under

Secretary, Education I Sports Department,
Mantralaya, Dr Ulhas Patil, ex-M.P and Mr Thorat,

Minister of State for Agriculture, Dr Pawar, Secretary

to the Education Minister and Mr Purke, Honourable

Minister for Education, Maharashtra, for all their help

and co-operation in getting The Bishop's Co-Ed

School, Kalyaninagar its No Oblection Certificate to

build and run a Private Non-aided Anglo-lndian School,

affiliated to the Council for the ICSE, New Delhi.

I am also most gratefulto the Headmistress, Mrs V

Freese and her team of Mrs L O'Connor, Mrs F Fonseca

and Mrs 0liver, who have left no stone unturned to
produce the BEST for the best School in Kalyaninagar!

The fact that so many hundreds of children are still

trying to get on our rolls, speaks volumes for us. Even

though we have been under a lot of pressure, I am

happy to report that we have had political support and

not pressure, the realization that The Bishop s

Education Society has come to fulfil the needs of so

many thousands of children in the Kalyaninagar area

and its neighbourhood.

ln the field of education, what part do we, as

parents, play in the wonderful experience of bringing

up our children? | want to challenge you as parents and

teachers in that :

. I want teachers to challenge themselves in

handling today's child.

I want parents to challenge themselves to stand up

to rebellious children, e.g. {Class B students
bullying parents in choice of subjects).
(Class 1-2-3 children challenging parents to send

them to School when they are ill.) Incidently this is

the excuse parents give !

I want parents to chillenge themselves and decide

the benefits for their children and not the other way

around.

I want children to challenge themselves to abide

by their parents wishes. "Mum and Dad always

know best". Where has this belief gone? We as

parents have scattered these words to the winds,
(to our own detriment). We are to blame for our

children's rebelliousness, for their aggressive

behaviour, for their def iance. Why ? we give into all

their demands - by allowing them Pepsi, junk food,

television, late night parties with their friends,

unsupervised and alone. At their age ? We as

parents need to wake up to what danger we are

leading our children into.

I want us to stop looking for excuses for our

children while blaming others.

I want us to look for answers and solutions to our

children's problems, not make excuses.

I want us to look at our own shortcomings, which
we are transferring on to our children.

I want us to realize our strong, inexcusable

responsibility for our children's character
development. There is no argument or debate here

- we are without a doubt responsible for how our

children are developing. In our hands we have a

seed which we have to nurture, help to germinate

and help to develop into a huge, magnificent tree.

In our hands is a lump of clay, which we need to
lovingly handle, mould and shape, not just into a

successful child but into a responsible,
accountable citizen of our wonderful country.

lwant partnership.

Ladies and Gentlemen, LETS D0 lTl I am sure that
with the Lord's help and presence on our Campus,

we will be blessed with whatever we need, by

way of additional facilities for our School and

children.

Thank you ladies and gentlemen. May God Bless

each one of you as you participate in being a

contributory member of the wonderful team of The

Bishop's Education Society and its Schoolsl

aoa
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"Thorough" planning - the key to a successful school year

0ne generally associates school schedules with two extremes; the daily routine of "if it is Monday then first period is

Math" or the term-end exams and reports. However, when we think of schooling - 'holistic education' is what we

desire: ipso facto the school management must factor its interpretation into the time available to deliver this. Care

has to be taken of all'stakeholders': students, faculty, parents and society. After all, good education is neither a

consequence of historical reputation nor an outcome of some fortuitous accidents: it requires meticulous execution

of sound plans.

At Bishop's Co-Ed School, nothing is left to chance. Good intentions are converted to actionable plans - for all facets of

holistic education, allowing sufficient freedom for joyful participation and individuality. The School attempts t0 give

everyone a chance to grow through these activities - creating an environment for good scholastic performance as

well as for developing a sound, socially responsible human. This, they realize, is as much a matter of inculcating

confidence in self as application. Failures are as important as successes. They teach'what not to do'and show how

others have been successful, in the quest for knowledge.

Our typical school year starts with a "Staff Betreat" - priming the faculty for the task ahead through introspection and

inputs on nedrefreshed techniques. This year, the theme was using drama as a teaching aid, Football and swimming

clinics were held for the staff members involved with these activities. The year is split into three terms, punctuated

by breaks after terminal exams. The school has a 'intra-net' for tracking the bread I butter activities: syllabus

coverage, attendance and home work are available on real time basis to interested persons. Each term has pre-

announced activities and events, duly formalized in a professional year planner. A balance is struck between the

curriculum, extra-curricular and competitive activities for all age groups: Football and swimmtng are the flavour of

the month! Next term will witness elocution, dramatics and cricket and athletics. ln the final term, the accent is on

music and exhibitions. 0f course, this is on top of the cuniculum ! The school has provision for 1 50 'boarders' - from all

overthe world. They are a very happy lot.

One hour every Friday is set-aside for various 'Clubs': Literary Art, Nature, Indian Dance, Interact, Communicative

skills to name a few. Every child is member of a club. Students are welcomed to school daily with an Assembly:

hymns are sung and social consciousness is encouraged through readings. Twice a week, senior school children are

required to voice social issues they feel strongly about, Saturdays are reserved for development of teachers and staff

through refresher/training activities and to facilitate teachers' participation, the School runs a daily creche.

,,Sparkles" is a unique program run by the School. Professionally trained teachers tutor children with learning

disabilities at their own speed. In time, these children integrate well with their class, learning at the 'normal' pace.

They are not made to feel 'different' since they continue with the standard curriculum.

The School motto is "Thorough". lf anything, the planning and execution is just that!

- Sharmista Guha

\
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HOUSE REPORTS : 2005 - 2006

ROBERTS I{OLISE

"Determined In Duty"

"Determined in Duty" - this is the motto of Bobert's House and its students. Each of us are determined to do our
best in each and every field and bring kudos to the house. The dedicated teachers of the house always acr as an
incentive and support us in every aspect to help us perform better. We believe in team-work to carve a niche, for us, in
the temple of fame.

All through the year, the students representing the house have taken part in various activities and brought in
glory. In the Inter - House basketballtournament, the girls showed their skill by beating the other houses and coming
first. The boys played in full strength.

Our house has also produced some amazing football players. They all took part in the Inter - House rournament,
and won the third place by beating the other houses. lt was a great challenge faced bravely by our house players. This
tournament inspired them to work harder, to be able to move up to the first place.

The Tug-O-War matches were a delight to watch and play. The competition was tough but we managed to enter
the finals. We lost to Freese House and won the second place. Even so, we enjoyed every minute of the time we were
playing againstthem.

Our house did a great yob in the march - past ceremony and put up a great show. We had been practicing
religiously and we put our heart and soul into it and Robert,s House came third.

Our house players did very well on the athletic field. Be it 100 metres, 200 metres or 400 metres, our house
managed to win prizes in alltrack events.

The students also represented the house in quizes, debates, long jump and high jump, Even.though we did not
win prizes, we were happy to get the opportunity to participate.

At the end of the year, Bobert's House stood third in the overall presentation. lt was a memorable moment for all
of us.

Whatever we achieved was due to the combined efforts of the students and the teachers. We were all
encouraged by others as well. We are all "Determined" to try and leave our prints on the sands of time in the
forthcoming years. Last, but not the leastthe ones who deserve the most praise are the children whcp[oved that

"Nothingisimpossibletoawillingmind." 'i '

House Master

Mr. S. Wharton
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FREESE HOUSE

" Solidarity Our Szccess "

Freese house was, is and will always be a house which believes in achieving more and improving with every

step that we take towards being perfect. Freese House has always has a wide range of abilities and talents. The

students in this house have done extremely well in various activities like sports, music and dance, debates,

dramatics, elocution etc. They have taken every opportunity that came their way and made it their prime importance

that their house be the best.

Freese House has gained immense popularity. lt was proved during the Prize Day, as most of the Principal's

Special Prizes were awarded to students of Freese House. During the school's "Science Week" our team secured f irst
place in the quiz. We excelled in many areas, standing first in the Inter - House table tennis tournament. We stood first
in the Tug-0-War. Freese house (division ll) came first in the 4 X 100 metres relay in both boys and girls. We were not

so successful in the Inter - House basket ball and football tournament.

We are all proud of Romana D'Souza and Aakash Kumar as they both won the Victor Ludorum Award. They also

canied the torch for Freese House. Arnab Mahanty and Meher Legha got the Best Boy and Best Girl respectively.

Then lla Srivastava and Aniket Patil got Best Boarder girl and boy respectively. This made all of us so proud of them as

they all belong to Freese House.

It gives me great pleasure and immense satisfaction to declare that Freese house won the overall championship

Trophy. Our main aim now is to keep moving ahead, overcoming all obstacles and secure our goal which is to be

{|{0R0uGH."

House Master

Mr. D. Wheeler

.
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LUNN HOUSE

" Empow ereil with Excellence"

Our house is named after Mr. A. E. Lunn, late Principal of The Bishop's School, consists of members of great

calibre and have won laurels in academics as well as in co-curriculum activities. Our house members had a very
positive attitude when they represented their house and believed in team work which helped them achieve their goal.

This kept our house flag flying high.

The house did very well in the Inter - House Basketball Competition. We outshone allthe other houses with great

skill and team work. This was because the children had shown interest and had spent hours practicing.

With our spirits high after winning the inter-house basketball competition, we got onto the football field. Here

again, the children practiced with great zeal. The children got to taste the sweetness of success once more as

hardwork always pays.

Later on, in the year, we had our Inter - House Table Tennis Competition in which our house came second. The

house also stood second in the Inter - House Science Ouiz. We then saw the house children on the athletic track. We
did quite well in athletics but here is where we slackened a bit. lt was really encouraging t0 see so many children
wanting to march for their, house. The children practiced hard every morning and our house was adludged the best
marching squad on 'Sports Day'. However, this is one area that our house has to work harder and we hope to see a
better athletic performance in the coming year.

The prefects who helped in selecting children for a match and did a very good job for their house are - Prachi
Sharma, Megan Mc Kenow, Aditya Mehta, Soham Sen, Ghulam Dhalla and Uday Rebbapragada.

lam sure the children believe and have always lined up to their house motto - Empowered withexcetrfeitce. 
"
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COOPER HOUSE

" Preseu erance In Perfection"

Cooper House has members from all sections of the school. Cooper House members are always looking
ahead to score and achieve their aim.

The members of this House are very enthusiastic and well-mannered. They know how to conduct themselves
in a polite and gentle way. 0ur House has done quite well in the past.

The year started with Prize Day, which went off very well. Though Cooper House was not the centre of
attraction, they really did a good ;ob. Being a participant has always been encouraged. And, as the Master of the
House, lwillalways keep on encouraging my House members to do well.

The Cooper House team was in the basket ball tournament. They played their game in true sportman spirit.
Being defeated by Lunn House, they did not lose their confidence. Cooper House reached the finals in the inter house
football tournament and were the runners up.

Cooper House participated in each and every tournament and has done well, being encouraged by the others
and cheering for them in turn . Cooper House could not take the winning trophy but they are looking for an oppoftunity
and this yearthey willdo it.

House Master

Mr. A. Bergeon

,r,'i
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JUNIOR SCHOOL PRIZE DAY

The first prize day of the Junior School Kalyaninagar, was held on

19 th August,2005. Allthe little achievers for Nursery to Class V had

assembled in their crisp white uniforms waiting for their prizes. The

members of the staff were introduced to the chief guest, Mrs. L. D'Cruz

Principal 0f the St. Mary's Junior College of Education and a member our

Governing body who was then presented with a bouquet and garland.

The programme was opened with a prayer by our Hon'Secretary

Mr. Freese. All sang the school song which was followed by the Principal's

report for the year 2004-2005. The chief guest Mrs. L, D'Cruz graced the

occassion in the investiture ceremony of the prefects and in giving away

the prizes. Our prize winners were very happy on receiving their prizes, all

presentthere gave each one a loud round of applause.

The Junior Choir sang "Colours make me happy".This was put up

by Mrs. M, Parker and conducted by Mrs. Henderson. The next song

performed by the school choir was "The Mustard seed," a song based on a

parable, which brought out the unique little faith of the Roman Centurion. I
Then the choir performed "History Repeats". Even though we live in a new

world today with computer technology and new vision we can make a

difference in our attitudes and values. Both the songs were written by our

Music teacher Mr. Philip Lazarus who also accompanied the choir on the

synthesizer The choir was ably conducted by a student of Class B, Prachi

Sharma.

The Staff Choir rendered an old favourite country gospel song "Go-

tell the world" - made popular by The Seekers. The choirs sang in three

voices.

Allthe students, parents and staff. were ovennrhelmed with the

words of encouragement and appreciation of Mrs. L. D'Cruz for the

students and the school. The evening gradually came to a close with an

address by the Chief guest and a vote of thanks.

Mrs. H. Henderson
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''A PROUD MOMENT''
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''LITTLE EYES UPON YOU''
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JUNIOR SCHOOL ARTICLES

My Principal, Mr. Freese
Mr. Frank Freese is the Principal of my school. We call him 'Sir'. He speaks to us

everyday during the school assembly. Sir asks us to be well-behaved children. He

even tells us to pray for those who are not well. Sometimes he cracks jokes and makes
us laugh. My Principal is a very strong and kind person.

He is very busy allday. We alllove and respect ourSirvery much.

My Best Friend
It is always wonderfulto have friends. Friends are those with whom one can share

all their secrets, even the ones that one wishes to hide from their parents. Friends are

many, but, there is one special friend for everyone. I also have a special friend. Her
name is Shanaya. We both go to the same school but we are in different divisions. We
met in junior K.G. and are friends since then. I always make it a point to meet her during
the recess or after school. I love my friend very much and always wish that we could
staytogether.

MyParents
I love my mom and dad very much. They take good care of me. My dad buys lots of

toys for me. My mom and dad both are my best friends. They are the best.

My School
The name of my school is The Bishop's Co. Ed. School. My school is very big. I like

to go to school everyday. I have many friends in my school. I like my teacher. She is
very kind to me. I love my school.
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Harsh Santosh Salvi

ilt- A

Rajvardhan P Nalawade

ilt- B

Shraddha Sharma

ilt-E

My Favourite Festival Holi
My favourite festival is Holi. Holi falls in the month of March and it is called the

festival of colours. lt is also the festival of fun. People are very excited. 0n this day all

the people - old and young, rich and poor play with colours, and greet each other.

People exchange sweets and wish each other I enloy throwing coloured water

and dry colours on my friends. No one minds the fun. There is a smile on everyone's

face. Elders greet and hug each other. My parents invite my friends for lunch' I play

with my friends and enjoy the festival very much. Children love this festival. This is

one of our important festivals. People of all castes come and play together and

celebrate this festival and greet each other "Happy Holi."

A Journey by Train
Trains were invented by R. L. Stephenson. Trains carry us to different places.

There are different types of trains like passenger trains, goods train, etc. Trains

carrying passengers have many compartments. They have different classes like Chair

Car, First Class, Second Class etc.

During my Christmas holidays, last year I travelled with my family and my uncle's

family to Goa by train. We decided to go by Konkan railway which had started

recently. We reached Mumbai railway station on 20th of December. I was very

curious to see the new train. lt was blue in colour and had 26 compartments. lt was

my first train lourney. lt was a very beautiful sight when the train went through the

Konkan area which is full of mountains and trees. We saw a lot of birds, monkeys and

other animals on our way. There were tunnels on the way which took the train through

the mountains.

We had a very nice time inside the train too. We played indoor games like cards,

chess and ludo. We were in the A/C Compartment which was cool and pleasant. The

train was full with passengers who were enjoying the lourney. After a few halts at

different stations the pantry car people brought snacks, cold drinks and chocolates

which we had during the journey. lt was a journey of about 12 hours. ln the afternoon

all of us took a short nap in the train. When we woke up we felt fresh again. There was

also a bookseller in the train. I was happy when my father bought me some story

books for me.

When we got down from the train at Goa, it was evening. I saw a beautiful

rainbow when I stepped out. We allwere in a happy mood and looked fonrvard to enjoy

our holidays there. lt was a memorable train iourney for me. I enjoyed my first train

lourneyverymuch !

My Pet
My pet's name is Puppy. He is white in colour. Puppy has droopy long ears. Puppy

likes to play with a ball. He likes to chew bones. Puppy can balance on a rope. He

guards my house at night and barks at strangers. Puppy is the best.

l
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My State
The state I live in is Maharashtra. lt is the third largest state in India. lt was formed on the 1st, of May 1960. The

first of May is celebrated as'Maharashtra Day.'

Maharashtra is situated along the western coast of India, by the Arabian Sea. lts neighbouring states are Gujarat,

Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Goa. There are altogether thirty one districts in this state. To the extreme west is the

Konkan coast. Adjoining this are the Sahyadri ranges. Each of these regions is a plateau. Each region has its own

specialvariety of minerals and crops.

Mumbai is the capital of Maharashtra. Pune is the cultural capital of Maharashtra. Kolhapur, Sholapur, Nashik,

Akola, Wardha and Nagpur are some important cities. Many rivers such as the Tapi, Godavari, Vaiganga and Krishna

flowthrough it. People of all castes and religions live here.

Maharashtra is a very progressive state. Marathi is the regional language. I am living here forthe past eight years

and I am proud to be a resident of this state.

SmrithiKumar

IV-D

Our School Library
Our school is blessed with a wonderful library. lt has so many books that it seems impossible to count them.

There are long rows of shelves containing - dictionaries, encyclopedias and books on various subjects. Our Library is

well stocked with story books too ! Silence is maintained in our library as it is a very peaceful and quiet place.

Our library is divided into two rooms. One for reading and the other to issue books. When a child wants to borrow

a book, he /she chooses a book, and takes it to the librarian who notes down the name of the child, the book and the

date when it is issued, Whenever we go to the library, some books are kept on the table, we choose any book we like

and read it to our heart's content.

0h I lforgot to tell you about our librarian, she is sweet and kind . Our librarian is trained and qualified. She helps

the children to select good books and keeps the library in perfect order. A library is a part and parcel of all schools.

Every school encourages children to cultivate good reading habits, for books tell us so many things and are our

greatest companres too.

A place of peace and silence, the library is a storehouse of fun and knowledge based books written beautifully by

wellknown authors

Aarshia Salukhe

tv-c

My Pet
It all started on a christmas morning on 25th December 2002. I rushed out of my bed and woke up every one and

then ran to our christmas tree. I saw a wet nose peeping out of the basket under the christmas tree. Ye ! | had got a pup

as a present.

He had a white furry coat with a wet black nose and fluffy little tail which was wagging continuously. He was a

German Spitz, I decided to name him 'Frisky' as he was very active and friendly. I always play ball games with him

after I come backfrom school. lfeed him milk and biscuits. I also take him for morning and evening walks. He sleeps in

my room in a basket. He greets me by putting his paws on my shoulders and wagging his tailwhen I return from

school. When I am not at home he follows my mother around.

Frisky is also a good watch dog. One night Frisky barked so loudly that he woke up all of us with a start. We all

went to see what he was barking at and when we looked out of the window we saw a burglar trying to break into our

house. When the burglar heard Frisky barking he ran away.

llove my pet Friskyvery much and he is my bestfriend too.

Ashwin Shyam

IV-D
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Salute to the Indian Army
The Indian Army is the land force of the Armed Forces of India. lt maintains the 3rd

Largest active force in the world. lt's main objective is to defend the nation's frontiers
and also to take up the responsibility of providing internal security. lt is one of the well -
trained and well - equipped military services, with a troop strength of over one million.

They live by the slogan "Safety, honour and welfare the country comes first
always and everytime."

So lfeel proud to say I live in a safe India.

My salute to the Indian Army !

Children of God
I am a Christian. All my friends are Hindus and Muslims. We like each other, we

play togethel eat together and learn together. When we are happy, why do some of
the elders fight among themselves in the name of religion ?

We are the world and we are the children of God. As children of God, we have no

time to fight. God loves us. lt is our duty to love those who live around us.

J. B. Romeetha

ilt- A

My Holidays
I spent my holidays in Coorg. lt is a hilly place a hundred kms. from Mysore. Coorg

has many trees and coffee estates. I liked Coorg as I had lots of place to play.

We went to a forest and saw deer, monkeys, peacocks, wild boar, samba, etc.

We also wentto a big waterfall. I had lots of fun playing with my cousins. lwas sad
when my holidayswere over.

Thrisha Aujappa

t-A
For the Sake of Love

0nce upon a time, there lived a king who was very fond of hunting deer. He always rode his white horse when he
went hunting in the forest. The king was an excellent marksman. He always hunted a running deer. The deer is very
swift. Therefore, hunting requires a lot of concentration and skill, which the king possessed. The deer in the forest
also knew the king's favourite sport. As soon as he entered the forest, the deer would sense his presence and run
away as fast as possible, One day the king came to the forest to hunt a deer. He enjoyed watching a running deer. The
king was an admirer of beauty. He made up his mind to hunt the most beautiful deer in the forest. The king set an
arrow to his bow and started to look for the most beautiful deer in the forest, many deer passed by the king, but he
could not spot the most beautiful one. Meanwhile, a small group of deer passed by and the king set his eyes to the
beautiful deer. She was running quite slowly compared to the others. The king was pleased. He aimed at her and shot
an arrow He was sure that he would never miss his mark. His eyes were constantly following the direction of the
arrow. Suddenly, a stag came in the way and was killed by the arrow The deer was saved. The king thought "Why did
the stag came on the way and get himself killed ?" The king dismounted from his horse and went near the dead stag.
When he saw the deer standing there, he realised that she was going to give a birth to a baby. The king realised that
the stag has sacrificed his life to save the mother and the baby.

Afterthe incident, the king was remorsefuland did not go for hunting ever again,

Ashish Maknikar

il-B
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ilt- A

J. S. Dipin

ilt- A

Ashley Rais

ilt-E
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Use of Rocket Engine
The space is'100 km above the earth's surface. It is very difficult to go there.

Aeroplanes cannot reach there because air gets thinner as we go higher. Due to lack of
oxygen, their engines stop working, as a result it cannot fly. So spacecrafts need
rocket engines which work in the absence of air. lt has a speed of 28,500 km per hour
to go out of the earth's gravity. 0nce in space, the craft's engines can be turned off.
Then it maintains it's speed as there is no air to slow it down.

My'Holi Day'
Yesterday was the first time I played Holi with my friends. I bought a pump with a

storage tank behind it. I also got some water balloons. I put some water into the
balloons and tied a knot to each one. I put some red powder in a bowl and put water
into it. Then I mixed it thoroughly. I poured it carefully into the pump's storage tank. I

hung it on my back and wished my parents happy Holi. I went down and saw my
friends already en;oying Holi. I sprayed the red water on them and wished them ',

Happy Holi !" Then I took out a water balloon and chased one of my friends and burst it
on him. He then took his pump and sprayed green shining water right on my face. This
kind of fun went on for hours. Then the time came for me to come back home. lt was
time for taking a nice hot bath.

My Dream
0nce I has a dream. I dreamt that lwas stepping forthe first time into The Bishop,s

Co - Ed. Schoolwith my sparkling white uniform. When lsawthe schoolwhich was so
colourful and very big in size, I was very excited. When I went into the class, I had a
new bench, desk, teacher and friends. We studied a lot and then it was time for me to
go home. When I reached home ltold my parents about school. Even my parents were
very happy to hear about the schoolfrom me. When it was morning ltold my parents
about my dream. They all laughed and this was the end of my dream.

Joke
Once there were four aliens and they came to Earth. They could only say one

phrase in English. The first one went to an opera and learned how to say : "Me, me,
me." The second one went to a restaurant and learned how to say : " With knives and
forks." The third one went to a candy store and learned how to say : "Because he stole
my lollipop." The fourth one when to a baseball game and learned how to say : ', Yeah,
yeah, yeah." One day there was a dead man on the road, the policeman pulled the
aliens over and said 'Who killed the man ?" The first alien said, "Me, me, me." the
policeman said, How did you kill him ? The second alien said, with knives and forks.
with knives and forks." The policeman said, Why did you kill him ? Third alien said,
"Because he stole my lollipop." The policeman said, "You're going to jail," The Fourth
alien said, " Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Mohit G. Patil

ilt- D
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Wonders of Science

Man has been making inventions since the stone age. Each invention has taken us one step ahead in the

advancement of life. From the invention of the wheel upto the invention of the internet, we have come a very long

way.

In the last few centuries, science has been taking great strides, the most important inventions being - the

aeroplane, telephone, electricity, the gadgets that work on electricity, computers etc. Now these inventions have

become a very important part of our lives. Can you think of a life without all these ? I can't I

Today satellites are used in the world - wide network of telecommunication. They enable us to view live events

that are taking place across the globe right in our homes on television. Sitting in the comfort of our house, we can

watch cricket and tennis matches being played in some other country.

Telephones have also advanced and they have now become 'mobile'. Let's not forget about the computers and the

internet. People in a number of organizations cannot survive without computers. Internet is a wonderfultechnology'

We can access any information on any subject by conducting a search via the google search engine.

The email facility helps us to keep in touch with our friends and relatives, far away, without having to write and

post letterstothem. When myfatherwas away in the U.S. fortwo months, he used to send me an emaileveryday.

Developments in modern medicines have conquered many diseases and disorders. Surgery is so advanced today

that surgeons can repair or replace organs like the kidney, liver and even the heart. Doctors have also created test

tube babies. lt is rightto say that with the help of science man has conquered almost everything except death.

0n the other hand, misuse of science can cause destruction. Remember the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki ? NoW even the bombs have advanced. So think of the destruction a nuclear bomb can create. These days

we hear a lot about'sting operation' which in my opinion is a misuse of mobile cameras and little webcams.

We should learn to use science to our advantage and make the earth a paradise to live in. Let's not misuse

technology or use science for destruction.

Soumya Jayaprakash

IV-A
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Tsunami andAfter
Natural disasters are very common in this part of the world but the "TSUNAMI' was such a dreadful experience

that the horror and destruction caused by it was of great magnitude. lt was a global disaster, but the manner in which

the entire international community, government and private agencies responded was over whelming and with great

speed and selflessness. lt was the underprivileged and the needy people in our society who suffered the most.

The word ',TSUNAMI' or THE KILLER WAVE' reminds us of the great, resounding earthquake under the sea near

the island 0f Sumatra, which caused great devastation to man, material, fauna and flora... A few ancient tribes, in the

Andamans are still not traceable. The hanowing experiences of the survivors are quite disturbing to hear, see or read.

The countless orphans and severalfamilies trying to trace their missing ones have now become a common story. The

way in which the public and media responded to the calamity is noteworthy'

It took a ',TSUNAMI' of this magnitude to remind mankind of the necessity of a Global Disaster Warning System.

India has taken the lead in setting up a monitoring system which would forewarn us of the impending natural disaster'

This would help, if not in preventing, but atleast in limiting the loss of life. This would be a tribute to the triumph of the

human spirit, in its unending battle against the forces of nature'

Tarani Chandramouli

rv-c

My Pet
Animals and humans have been friends since the formation of Earth. There are quite a few stories in every form of

literature which tell us how animals neverforget even a single act of kindness shown to them.

A dog is said to be man's bestfriend. ltoo have a pet dog, Roger. He is a black labrador. He likes to chew bones and

everyboJy's slippers. His heartiest meal is under the table where everyone gives him tit bits without the other person

knowing.'He came into the house as my companion but he accompanies my father on his morning walks, gets

pu*p.rrO by my mother and is my brothe/s mischief partner. He likes to play with my friends too. Bath time includes

sptaining waterand lots of fun. Boger has his own separate bed but he iumps into mine when the lights are switched

off. We ail sleep soundly because we know that he starts growrng at the lightest sound.

Roger is a part of the family and our lamily members feel incomplete without him. The world seems a friendly

place when we see him jumping around and wagging his tail happi[. When he is sick the entire house feels gloomy

and he also does not leave a sick-family member's side until he gets well. I wish everyone has atleast one true friend

like Roger.

AbhijeetAmonkar

IV- F
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FourWishes
lf I ever got to wish four wishes, my first wish would be that I grow up to become a great man and have my name
spread throghout the world. I want to become a great scientist and discover new things to help people live life
more easily and more comfortably.

My second wish which will help me realize my first wish is that I get a scholarship to go abroad to study in
Cambridge because I have heard that it is a good university with a lot of qualified professors and a higher
education system.

My third wish is that I have a good house in a forest with lots of animals and birds. Next to a lake I will have a
farm yard where I want to breed different types of dogs, like Labradors, Alsations, Cocker Spaniels and German
Sheperds. I will breed them for guarding and hunting.

My fourth wish is to own a super-fast computer with a holographic screen on which I can play games, surf the
net, watch movies, chat and video conference with my cousins in Australia.

Rohan Jhunja

IV-F

The Computer Revolution
It is the dot com buz that is ringing everywhere and so if is not suprising that both, me and my grandmother have

an e-mail address. Mom answers all my curious questions using the internet and of course dad always carries a
laptop with him. The world is now connected via the internet and we are all global citizens.

Society has been totally reshaped by the emergence of computers as a means of gathering and processing
information. Today information has became one of the most important entities in our lives, After the introduction of
computers as a business and personal tool, our daily tasks have become simpler.

The development of networks and use of computers has revolutionized today's world. Computers are helpful
because they offer a wide range of functions and services that are not available anywhere else.

Four main uses of computers are, word processing, internet or web communication, digital audio/video
compostion and desktop publishing. Internet is the ultimate form of media, a combination of newspaper, radio,
television. Using word processors, we can compose and edit quickly.

Computers can receive data on punched cards of magnetic tapes. Today the computer is used in the world of
office work, homes, factories, schools, hospitals,totels, travel reservations, banking, entertainment in a wide
variety of ways, lt has proved effective in education and in simplifying extensive record keeping.

The day is fast approaching when paper will be replaced by magnetic tapes and diskettes. Our homes will be run
by robots and computers who will do every possible chore in our homes and also call up to tell us that all is well at
home.

ArushiSharma

IV. A
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Independence Day

0n 1 5th August 1947, after almost two hundred years of India finally threw off the foreign yoke and became an

independent nation. Like a phoenix that arises from its own ashes, India too arose from the ashes of the revolutionary

fire that had swept through it, and emerged as a brave, new, free nation. This independence, which we won, did not

come easily, lt was the result of the sacrifices of many men and women who fought bravely giving up their lives for

the sake of their country, lt was also the result of dedicated work put in by great leaders and thinkers. Independence

day is celebrated with joy and pride all overthe country. The nationalflag is hoisted and the Prime Minister addresses

the nation from the ramparts of the Red Fort. He reminds us of all those martyr's who gave up their lives gallantly for

the nation. lt is because ofthem that we are enjoying ourfreedom today. In educational institutions too, there is great

enthusiasm. Parades PT, displays and cultural programmes are organised, patriotic songs are sung and the students

are reminded of what the Tricolor stands for - the saffron colour for sacrif ice, white for peace, and green for prosperity.

0n this day we should remind ourselves of the pledge that Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru took years ago - to bring freedom and

opportunity to the common man, the peasants and the workers of India, to fight and end poverty, ignorance and

disease and to build up a prosperous democratic and progressive nation.

Aunkan Das

IV. F
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Priyanka Ramraj

t-D
Shifa Meherally

t-A

Th"elty of Se,a'nrw

Seasons pass by and by,

Spreading a colour of joy in the sky,

The four seasons of the year,

Spread their fun with no fear.

Summer comes first,

Some people thtnk it's the worst.

For us children, they are the best days,

Why ? Because of summer holidays !

Autumn brings monsoon showers,

They help us to grow a lot of flowers.

Winter brings frost and snow

And with it brings a joyous glow.

Spring is wonderful,

It makes nature even more beautiful.

Birds sing and flap their wings,

Spring fills every heart with splendid things.

Swnfl,owery

Sunflower, Sunflower, I love you

You look so gay and bright

Sunflower, Sunflower, I love you

You make me think of light.

When I see you cheerfulface

I want to dance and sing

Sunflowet Sunflower, I love you

You make me think of spring.

l,t ) orl<' l,t)h,il,e) ow ltJ o-rb

Work, whileyouwork,

Play while you play;

One thing each time,

Allthat you do,

Do with your might;

Things done by halves

Are not done right,
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Rahul Korde

t-G

Tha/Rai,w

Raindrops, Raindrops

fallfrom the sky,

big ones, smallones,

I don't know why.

Raindrops, Raindrops

come and go

They make things wet

they make things grow

Raindrops, Raindrops

Please won't you stop

you know I like you

a little

but not a whole lot.

Morwtng,

When the sunrises each morning,

I love to hearthe birds chirping,

And the distant church bells ringing,

And my school choir singing.

Rahul Jadhav
I - H. Boll No. 16

Gra"wdr?a,t e-yrty

In the garden of my heart.

A rare beautifulflower grows.

It's the flower picked by the angels.

And so carefully it was chose.

It only ever blooms, for grand - parents like you.

In the garden my heart.

It indeed so beautifully grew.

Only grand - parents sun shine can make

thisflowergrow.

For its watered with the blessings,

that only grand - parents show.

Sandhiya Mani
il-A

Bwvnl>lpBe,et

Today lwatched a bumble bee.

He was on a pretty rose.

When I leaned in to look at him,

he stung me on my nose.

I wasn't going to squash him,

only watch and see

but l'll never get that close again

to a Grouchy grumble-bee.

Vedika
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RashiSharma

il-A
Preetham Ramral

il-A

My Squ,trreLTrLe'ndt

Have you seen my little friend ?

lcallhim nimble -feet.

Because he moves so swift and fast.

ls nimble - and discreet !

He runs awaywith all my nuts,

And yet is never caught.

His striped coat is ever bright,

And clean - without a spot.

He helps himself to allmythings,

Which lwould never lend.

And yet, I cannot do without,

Myfrisky squinel - friend !

Suti^dnA wtt\vDad/
A Sunday is so typical

when Dad is around,

The morning starts

with a loud TV sound.

One groan from my sister

and anotherfrom me,

Doesn't, melt his heart

To let us sleep - for a minute or three.

Momtriesto catch up,

0n her wee bit of sleep.

For she knows Dad is there

To make a cup of tea.

But once we are all up,

It allseems so bright.

For that's the only day,

When Dad has allthe time.

My tstrhop'vSchooL
I study in Bishop's School

Where all my teachers are pretty

My principal is very kind

With a progressive mind

I come here to study

And develop my personality

And everything is possible

With my teacher's ability

Here I enjoy study and play

And always feel fresh and gay

May my school progress

Every day I pray,

Aayush Agarwal
ilG

Ta,I<,erTtvtw
Take time to READ.

It is the WAY T0 KN0WLEDGE.

Take time to WORK.

It is the PRICE 0F SUCCESS.

Take time to be FRIENDLY.

It is the R0AD T0 HAPPINESS.

Take time to laugh.

It is the MUSIC 0F THE SOUL.

Most importantly; take time to

LOVE AND BE LOVED.
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RaginiRao M.

il-H

Onet Si,rte,r for Salnt t

One crying and spying young sister for sale !

I am really not kidding !

So who'll start the bidding ?

Do I hear a dollar ?

A nickel?

A penny ?

lsn't there, isn't there, isn't there even

0ne kid who will buythis

0ld sisterfor sale ?

Kavish Hukmani

ilt- A

fh"e, Lordt ty thp/ ts e,*t
The land is the best East or West

He made us all and the earth we live on

The land is the best East or West.

He made us all and the water.

lf I was in his place I could not have thought of

allthe things he made,

He gave us eyes to see and lips to tell.

Almighty God is the best.

My Lifllat?efiDog,
I have a little pet dog.

His fur so fluffy and brown.

And on his head he has a white crown

He waits for me to come home,

So we can play and roam.

He loves to munch on a juicy bone,

And he's quite happy when

lbuy him an ice-cream cone.

I love my dog very much

He'sthe best in the world.

Aahana Singh
ilt- B

My Te,wc.he,r

Myteacher's name is Sangita Chandra.

She teaches lll- B

She is a gentle lady.

Allthe children enjoy learning lessons

She loves allthe children of our class.

She is always kind to us.

She teaches us good manners,

We obey her.

She nevergets angrywith us,

I love myteachervery much.
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Swagat Belsare

ilt- A

Al"w a"y r D tY or,otr V) ork, O w T tvtlp/ Be.LLena LwYotwwLf,
Always sleep on time,

Always eat on time,

Always play on time,

Always take a bath on time.

Always study on time,

Always be punctual,

Never by mistake waste yourtime,

lf you wantto make

a nameforyourself,

Remember always do your

Workontime.

Mehuli Mazumdar

ilt-D

A Sh'4tvtel I w tllet D ark'n e'*y

What aboutthe shine of the moon,

When the sun lends its light ?

We see it every night.

What about a ray of hope,

When darkness spreads -

The world will get blessed,

Since, in the sun, there is warmth and glow -

The plants willgrow.
ln darkness, there is a little shine,

Which shows us the way of a bright life.

Pavan Anandani

ilt- B

lf you think you are beaten; you are :

lf you think you dare not you don't,

lf you'd like to win, but think that you can't

It's almost certain that, you won't

lf you think you'll lose you've lost.

For out in the world you willfind ...

Success Begins with a person's will,

It's all in the state of mind.

Life's battles don't always go

to the stronger orfaster man;

But sooner or laterthe man who wins

ls the one who believes he can !

Akshatha Muralidhar
ilt- D

I V)tt+v...
lwish lwere a queen

Dressed up in blue and green

lwish lwere a bird

Whose feathers were as white as snow

lwish lwere a rose

As red as a drop of blood

lwish lwere a butterfly

Whose wings were soft as petals

But most of all I wish to be a girl

With a heart of gold.
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Mayur Ajmera

ilt- D

Toen"y fryry qhott
A teeny tiny ghost

No biggerthan a mouse at most

Lived in a great big house.

"lt's hard to haunt a great big house

When you are a teeny tiny ghost

biggerthan a mouse at most."

He did what he could do.

So every dark and stormy night,

The kind that shakes the house with fright,

lf you stood stilland listened right,

You'd hear a teeny tiny Boo !!

Nishita Bhatia

llr-E fh"el T r i*,n d,*hip Tlnw et
Life is a garden,

Friendship is the flower

That grows and blooms

In sunshine and in shower

It looks beautiful

When treated with care

It's sweetfragrance

Spreads out in the air

When looked after carefully

The Friendship flower is pretty

The manure it needs is

love, understanding, and loyalty

l'4afrtw Stor"y
I have four children.

Plus, Minus, Divide and Multiply

Amongst these four, one is very

calm and simple, That's PLUS

She likes to join and increase the value.

The second one has an opposite nature, That's minus

0n one hand she's generous and loves sharing and

on the other hand she cannot help borrowing.

She likes to break and decrease the value.

Divide is totally different

its hobby is to break the number into parts

but loves to keep them together as a quotient and

remainderas herown.

Multiply is the most fantastic of all.

it makes all happy when shows the result.

All my children are so different in nature.

But, everydayeverywhere

you willfind them together.

David Saldanha

ill-E

Crir'?-et
Cricket is myfavourite game,

Football and hockey are not the some,

I love to watch a cricket match.

0h ! What exitement when there's a catch.

Pathan, Sachin, Dravid, Dhoniand all,

Are wellversed with the bat and ball.

Our lndian Team is great !

They will never leave us in in a sorry state.

Soumya Jayaprakash

IV. A



ArushiSharma
IV. A
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Aarshia Salukhe

tv-c

?oor Ch,ilA'rew

They're too sad,

But nottoo bad !

They do not care about their health,

Becausethey have no oneto helP !

They're suffering from many a disease,

But cannot paythe doctor'sfees.

They must be eagerto study,

Alas ! They do not have the money.

Always working on a sunny day.

But getting very little pay.

I'm eagerto help them, if I can,

And l'll surely do so when I can !

Honn'y
Fragrance spreading around the room,

Smoke rising above the roof,

Roasted Dry Fruits, Ptck and eat,

Confectionaries i.e. stacked readyto munch,

Juicy fruits boiled as jam,

Vegetables boiling in the pan,

Heating unit working on the gas,

Come and Join to relax,

It is my kitchen - Honey.

TT,ez Ap roarlv of Sp r u^q,

Birds that sing,

Trees that swing,

Smiles on faces,

And lovely places.

The lakes full of f ishes,

And the granted wishes,

The sun and the moon,

Shine on the flowers that bloom,

The nestlings, that twitter,

The butterflies that flitter,

0h! spring has come,

With its gay colours and glitter.

Rohan J.

IV-F

My St*te.r

My sister is five years old,

She acts quite bold

My sister calls me Mister,

She cries when she gets a blister.

My sister does not know a lot,

but she can do dot 2 dot.

My sister likes to play all day,

But doesn't get up early on SundaY.

My sister likes to sing,

about everything.

My sister gives me a poke,

when ltry to crack a joke.

Shyla Durya

IV-E
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?olhffi,ow ! ?oll.ufi,ow l! ?o\l,ufi,ow lll
OLv ! WtIwre/, Wtnp'wL,etaw Wl,ufi,ow ?

A long peacefulwalk in the park

early in the morning,

Smog envelops around, like a frock

making it very, suffocating.

The smoke billowing from the industries

the effluents from the factories

make wearing a mask, a necessity,

checking the waterfor impurity

The burning in the incinerators,

the digging of sand pits

The pollution free generators

reduce the contamination, a bit.

Saving our endangered species

the fish and other marine life

Let's stop dumping, in ourseas

and save fauna and flora from strife

Let us all unite to lend a hand

and fightfor a noble cause

Saving this, ourvery own land

from destruction's mighty jaws

Written by Taarini Chandramauli

IV-C

By Ashwin Shyam
IV. D

?ol,l.offtow

Pollution, Pollution, Pollution

Cars letting out poisonous fumes,

Buffaloes bathing in rivers,

Loud speakers screaming out words,

0h ll pollution you are really a curse !

Pollution, Pollution, Pollution

Acid rain falls down upon the Taj,

Fishes dying from Mercury poisoning,

Polar ice caps melting causing

destruction everywhere,

Who willsave us from the curse of pollution ?

Pollutin, Pollution, Pollution

Let us control it with CNG gas,

Let notfactories give out poisonous gases,

'Grow more trees should be our motto,

Let us save our world from the curse of pollution.

Ww



Rishav Dasgupta

VB

l,t)ilL yowbet vny TrLe'nd',

Yourviews -

Are an echo -

of myfeelings !

Your laughter -

makes me want -

to laugh along with you !

Your silence -

intrigues me -

Do you hold back your feelings ?

Your humour -

mystifies me -

I enjoy the same ioke !

Your confidence -

inspires me -

Willyou be my friend.

by Rishab Jain

VC
Roll No. 14
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Akhila Joshi

V-D

MenfrMy UvLdP,

Meet my uncle, Meet my uncle,

Better meet him soon.

Because he is going to have

Atriptothe moon!

See him when he is sad

See him when he is mad

See him when he knows lam good,

See him when he knows lam in mood.

Sometimes he gives me money

Sometimes he is funny

Sometimes he says, I have no moneY

Because it's so sunnyl

He is very nice

He helps me in mywork,

But in his reallife

He is a clerk!

fh"erThtt rty Ma,rru

A man walking in the sun,

saying I am thirstyto drink,

I am thirsty to drink, Just once,

Just once. lf lfind some water,

lwilltake a deep drink, The sun coming

up to my head its gets hotter and

hotter in this desert as well.

The sandy storm blew wo wo wo !

but I kept on walking as

Itried as well.
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My LiLLln'tsrother

I have a little brother called Hriday

He plays with me from Sundayto Saturday.

He tears my books

When nobody looks

He breaks all my toys

And even bullies big boys

He messes up the house

And mostly behaves like a louse.

But he is my sunshine

with a smile 0h, so fine I

He gives me a hug

And clings to me like a bug.

He waits for me at the window

And follows me like a shadow.

He gets me into trouble

But I never grumble

His mischief makes myangerfumble

And round the house together we tumble.

I thank God that I have a brother called Hriday

Who plays with me from Sunday to Saturday.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL CONCERT

The third Annual Day of the Junior School was held on 1 9th 0ct.' 05. lt was a joint effort of the staff as well as
the students not forgetting our parents who are co-operative and helpful whenever required. 0ur Hon. Sect. Mr. F.

Freese graced the occasion with a welcome speech. This was one evening that saw children from the age group of 3

% to 9 years perform exceptionally well by bringing out their hidden talents both by singing and acting.

Two hundred and ninety one children from L.K.G. and U.K.G took the audience into a beautiful land of colours
that formed an impact not only on our minds and emotions, but also brought out the significance of each colour;
which was produced and directed by Mrs. Rita Lewis assisted by all the Class Teachers and Helper Teachers.

Three hundred and fifty five children from Class I and ll put up an incredible and amazing performance of the
well loved fairy tale "Pinocchio" which was appreciated by one and all. The fairy tale was produced and directed by
Mrs. Tracy Lewis assisted by all the teachers and helper Teachers of Nursery and Class 2.

The children of Class 3 sang a medley that left the audience spell bound. This medley was an eye opener that
showed us the oneness and equality we have in the eyes of God, leaving behind our caste, creed and colour. This
medley was conducted and directed by Mrs. Parker along with the class teachers of Class 3.

The choir of Class 4 brought forth the message of LOVE with their melodious voices, and was directed and

accompanied by our very Enthusiastic Music director Mr. Philip Lazarus.

Needless to say that the concert wouldn't be successful without the support, encouragement and guidance

of our Honorary Secretary Mr. F. Freese, Our Headmistresses - Mrs. V. Freese and Mrs. F. Fonseca, Our Supervisors
Mrs. L. 0'Connor, Mrs. 0liver and all the staff and Class 4 workers.

Ms. D. D'souza
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Nursery A

Most Outstanding
Pupil
English
Recitation
Aft/ Craft
Learnt to share
Progress

Nursery C

Most Outstanding
Pupil
English
Recitation
Aft/ Craft
Learnt to share
Progress

Nursery E

Most Outstanding
Pupil
English
Recitation
Aft/ Craft
Learnt to share
Progress

LKG B

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

LKG D

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

LKG F

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

SCHOOL PRIZE LIST

J.Srikanth

N. Joseph
A. Sharma
S. Jaggi
S. Gaikwad
M.R. Shaikh

K.Sivakumar

S.Nambudiri
H.Surapaneni
R.Mohanty
P,Deshpande
P.Jain

A.More

D.Mendonca
D.Kolekar
A,Reddy
L.Chatterjee
Y.Takkar

D.Kedari
A.Salvi
S.Agarwal
S.Agarwal
R.Malhotra

C.Weilson
S.Angre
P.Agarwall
P.Sagjreddy
C.Lambole

I.Birla
S.Damle
S.Shinde
H.Sharma
A.Pullela

Nursery B

Most Outstanding
Pupil
English
Recitation
Aft/ Craft
Learnt to share
Progress

Nursery D

Most Outstanding
Pupil
English
Recitation
At/ Craft

Learnt to share
Progress

LKG A

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

LKG C

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

LKG E

Gen. Prof.
Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

LKG G

Gen. Prof.

Reading
Writing
Number
Progress

S.Majukar

J.George
N.Jagtap
A.Jamdade
R.Padhi
S.Kamble

S.Salimath

G.Gupta /D.Dayal
A.Waller/D.Gupta
M.Goidani/
LPendharkar
S.Mandhare
S.Srikumar

A.Consul
A.Kulkami
P.Tamrakar
A.Khan
N Rohra

S.Poddar
Z.Somji
S.Patel
M.Pokale
P.Jalan

S.Ranka
A.Garg
N.Gadekar
S.Sudhindra
R.Kalro

S.Khan
A.Kumar
K.Joseph
A.Nair
F.Shaikh
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UKG A

Gen. Prof.

Second
Third & Elocution
Progress
Dramatics

UKG C

Gen, Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

UKG E

Gen. Prof.

Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

1B

Gen, Prof.
Second
Third & Elocution
Progress
Dramatics

1D

Gen, Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

2A
Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress

Second
Third
Progress
Dramatics

T.Nargolkar
A.Nair
P.Singh
N.Gregory
A.Mukherjee

A.Somjee
A.Nathani
P.Sharma
A.Krishnakumar
S.Pradhan
K.Lakhani

R.Bhargava
V.Nikam
S.lGwoor
A,Jadhav
M.Pinto
T.Agarawal

A.Suresan
H.Singhal
G.Ketharaman
G.Ramakrishna
Y.Nigam

P.Ramraj
S,Bhosle
A,Belur
T.Rathi
M.Sharma
Z.Khan

R.Shrivastava
Dipin J.S.
S.Bhardwaj
D.Mago

S.Rane
D.Saldanha
M.Jayanti
N.Kumar

UKG B

Gen. Prof.

Second
Third
Progress

UKG D

Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

1A

Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

1C

Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

1E

Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Dramatics

Second & E.Lang
Third
Progress

2B
Gen. Prof,, Elocution A.Bharti
& Maths

A.Anand
A.Joshi
S.Gaur
S.Subramanian
C. Bhatija

S.Shams
D.Vohra
M.Sawant
U.Bhadoria
C.Standon
S. Gandhade

S.Krishnan
N.John
R.Jha
S.Mansawale
H.Chhoriya
S.Mani

R.Deshpande
D.Jain
S.Krishna
R.Gholap
R.Chauhan
R.Khona

T.Chand
Y.Rupavat
R.Sharma
H.AIi
S.Sayed
M.Patil

S.Sunil
K,Ranka
N.lasud

2C

Gen.Prof. & Elocution V,Ghegade

2D
Gen. Prof. & Hindi S.Srikanth
Second V.lyer
Third S.Deshmukh
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3A

Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Quiz
Dramatics

A. Peshin
N. Mehta
A. Shyam
N. Seth
N. Hegde
T. Chandramouli
S. Kumar

3B

Gen. Prof, & Hindi
Second & Elocution
Third & Maths
Progress

Quiz
Dramatics
E.Lang.

English
Hindi

Maths
Soc.Studies
Science
Computers
Marathi
English Elocution
Hindi Elocution
Dramatics

A. Singh
A. Mohan
A. Kapadia
S. Samnani
H. Kohli
A. Sharma
B. Ganesan

M. Saxena
S. Kathuria
S, Mansawale
H. Nori
A. Seth

3C

Gen.Prof & Elocution M. Desai
Second A. Amonkar
Third & Quiz A. Deshmukh
Progress R. Kishnani
Dramatics P. Karajgikar
Boarder's Prize
P. Patil, P. Relan, S.Chatterjee.

4B

Gen. Prof. & Hindi K. Legha
Second R. Kilarl
Third S. Mehta
Progress U. Patil

Dramatics S. Singh
E. Lang K. Mehta
Boarder's Prize
Y.Lath, P.Chandel, A.Bhimani, S.Gade,

A. Kshirsaga; V.Mishra, K.Demitrius.

5B
Gen. Prof.
Second
Third
Progress

4A
Gen. Prof., Maths R. Dasgupta
& Hindi
Second
Third
Progress
Elocution
Quiz

SUBJECT PRIZES CLASS 5

S. Ray

A. Shrivastava
S. Singh
S. Ray

S. Singh
A, Shrivastava
S, Ahuja
S. Mayya
A. Verma
S. Ray
S, Roy

Boarder's Prize R. Chatterjee.

5A
Gen. Prof. S. Ray

Second A. Shrivastava

Third B. Pande

Progress M. Wadhwani
Boarder's Prize A. Raj, R.Sanas,

A.Sinha.M. Wadhwani

5A
Gen. Prof, A, Bairy
Second V. Jadhav
Boarder's Prize R. Dhebe

6B
Gen, Prof. S. Ashwin
Second P. Puranik
Boarder's Prize S. Kundu

The Principal's Special Prize for
the Best Scholar of
Class 5 - S.Ray

SUBJECT PRIZES CLASS 6

English S. Ashwin
K. Sharma

Hindi P. Puranik
K. Sharma

Maths A. Bairy

Soc.Studies A. Bairy

Science S. Ashwin
Computers A. Bairy

Marathi P. Puranik
English Elocution J. Rebello
Hindi Elocution A. Naredi
Dramatics J. Rebello

The Principal's Special Prize for
the Best Scholar of
Class 6 - A.Bairy

S, Shekhar
P. Singh
S. Ahuja
A. Jadia
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7A

Gen. Prof.
Second
Boarder's Prize

7B

Gen. Prof.
Second

Barath R.

R. Deshpande
M. Patel

A. Mahanty
S. Suman

English
Hindi
Maths

Soc.Studies
Science
Computers
Marathi

A. Mahanty
A. Mahanty
A. Mahanty
Barath R.

A. Mahanty
A. Mahanty
A. Mahanty
A. Mahanty
R. D'Souza
R. Deshpande

SUBJECT PRIZES CLASS 7

Boy
Girl
Prizefor the Best Boy ofthe School
Prize for the Best Girl of the School
Prizefar the Best Boarder ofthe School
Prize for the Most Helpful Boy in the School
Prize for the Most Helpful Girl in the School

English Elocution P. Sharma
Hindi Elocution S. Suman
Dramatics R. D'Souza
The Principal's Special Prize for
the Best Scholar of
Class 7 - A.Mahanty

A. Mahanty
R. D'Souza
A. Mahanty
M. Legha
M. Patel
R. Chatterjee
S. Mistry

Special Prize for Boys who show Gentlemanly Conduct
K.Sudhakar, P.Maneuker, A.Bairy, R,Deshpande, Barath R.

Special Prize for Girls who show Ladylike Conduct
Z.Khan, A.Seghal, M.Fonseca, M.Legha, S.Suman.

Principal's Prize for the Best All Round Student of Class 7
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CLUBS

Fine Arts CIub

In the year 2005-06 the Fine Arts Club worked on these topics

1. Stilllife

2. Nature study

Collage

Madhubani Painting

We started with the pencil 'Still Life' study. We went on to

working with pen drawing, water colours in nature study, collages and

also Madhubani Painting. The work presented by children of various

age groups was outstanding and definitely praise worthy. lm sure this

club will have more entries the next academic year.

- Sourabh Boral

?

4.

Cooking Club ....IIot and Ilappening !

Cooking as we know is an integral part of our lndian culture.

The spices stir the taste buds and stimulate all the senses. Activity
like cooking forms a perfect blend between mind and body.

" What reading is to the mind,

food is to the body."

Cooking was started in our school during the clubs period

i.e. every Friday. lt was heartening to find that boys were more

interested in the art of cooking than the girls, thats why we
presume that the best chefs in the world are males and not

females. This club not only included cooking but also delivered the

basic ethics pertaining to cooking and eating habits. Few handy

hints were also delivered.

Although there is an incredible choice of menus within the

lndian cuisine, we selected what was most simple. As our lives are

so complicated and time consuming, we find that we have no time

left to delve in cooking long drawn recipe oriented dishes.

Therefore, we focus on not only simplicity, taste and wholesome

meal but something that can be cooked in few minutes. Weight

conscious watchers can enioy a delightful meal made by us

withoutfeeling any guilt pangs !

Our club's gratitude goes to the Hon. Secretary Mr. F. R.

Freese who left no stone unturned to orovide us with the best of

amenities required for our cooking class. His support and

encouragement will go long way.
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The Computer Club

ln the modern world of Science and Technology, when computers are doing
more work than us humans, children can benefit a lot from them. Computers
will go a long way in enabling the children to come to terms with the world
today.

After a quick revision on the topics and programs the children were asked to
prepare the following.

Power Point Presentation :

Solar Eclipse : The children wrote on the I Planets and pasted appropriate
pictures on their slides.

Lunar Eclipse : The children wrote about the Lunar Eclipse and with the help if
pictures from the file showed how the lunar eclipse occurs. They also
mentioned when the last lunar eclipse took place.

Magic Show : The last slide prepared was on a short magic show which
enabled them to use differentfonts and backgrounds.

Name Plates : The children prepared their own name plates on decorated
buttons with the help of the programme "CorelDraw"

Page Maker : Newspaper advertisement : Children created their own
advertisement using "Page Maker." They used the paragraph format, the
setting of 'font'and the various other sefiings enabled in Page Maker,

H.T.M.L. : Children used this simple computer language to design and
personalize their own website. They used inputs, which they had created on

"Corel Draw" to make their website attractive. They used a simple topic
making a list of students, teachers, timetable and toppers. They also used a

scanner to add photographs of students.

This gave them a chance to combine their knowledge in producing their own
websites.

The Computer Teachers,



Gardening Cluh

The Gardening club started off with a number of aspiring

young gardeners. The children were made aware of how, from a

tiny seed, a plant grows roots, shoots and stems before

bringing forth beautifulflowers. 0ur outdoor environmental and

eco-friendly experiences will also be remembered even though

the heavy monsoon washed away our efforts and played havoc

with our kitchen garden and vegetable patch.

This experience was the stepping stone to sowing the

seeds of environmental awareness in the young hearts'

Happiness held is the seed.

Happiness shared is the flower.

TH(fROU6H 2005-06

The Gymnastics Cluh

The Gymnastics club began in the month of June with

twenty enthusiastic children turning up for the selections.

Slowly but steadily the numbers grew and there were forty

children, ready to roll and tumble over. lt was so nice to see s0

many children eager to learn the art of gymnastics. The children

were quick learners and in a couple of weeks they were fairly

good gymnasts under the guidance of Mr. Y. Singh and Mr. K.

Mitson. Howeverthe children didn't get a chance to display their

skill but it was a pleasure to see them perform so well during

practice. We look forward to many more adventurous children

joining the Gymnastics club and enjoying themselves as much

as we did, teaching them.

K. Mitson

Mrs. R. Lewis
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Thble-Tennis Club

We started our club in the month of June, 2005.
The club consisted of students from class 4 to class B. lt
was an exciting and enjoyable journey into learning. lt was
encouraging and surprising to see over 250 children
joining the table-tennis club.

We started off by dividing the children into groups.
While many children knew how to play the game, there
were many who did not. We began by teaching the
novices how to play the game. Things went on smoothly
and the children enjoyed themselves. We then began with
competitions. We held Singles, Doubles and Mixed-
doubles tournaments.

In the month of September; we had the Inter-House
Table Tennis competition in which Freese House stood
first. We were happy that the teachers and the students
enjoyed being members of the club.

Glass & Fabric Painting Cluh

The fabric painting club consisted of 40 children. The
teachers asked the children to purchase the best quality fabric
paints. Children stitched napkins and painted them. Some children
made flowers and a few painted animals and birds on them. A few
students painted on'Dupatas'. They were appreciated by one and
all. We also taught children to paint on glass. Children were asked
to buy the plain glass and cups and paint on them. These items
were displayed during our SchoolArt and Craft exhibition. Visitors

on liked the paintings and appreciated the effort put
children of our Fabric / Painting club.

Krista

Mr. B. D'Rosario

i.i
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Quiz Club

The teachers involved in the Ouiz Club for the academic year

2005-06 were

Mrs. Gupta

Mrs. Waghmare

Miss Chadha

During every club session, on Friday, the children were given a

set of questions and answers covering a range of subjects.

Children were encouraged to read quiz books and suggest
question and answers. They even canied the quiz books to class

and shared the information with their friends. Some of the
questions and answers covered important, current topics from

the newspapers and the television. Children actively
participated in making and solving questionnaires. Regular quiz

sessions were held to test the children's general knowledge. To

make it more interesting, rapid fire rounds and the points system
were introduced. The class was divided into two groups named

Dexters and Wizards to inculcate a competitive team spirit and

an interest in learning new matter. Group discussions were held

to help them gain confidence in public speaking and debates.

Teachers checked scrap books to see that they were constantly
updated. For the exhibition, the children had enthusiastically
prepared charts on various topics like sports, festivals, historical
personalities and riddles. Some children even displayed their

stamp collections while others made prolects like'the working

of a volcano' and 'a mini fish aquarium'. The 0uiz Club was an

enriching learning experience for the children as well as the

teachers.

Karishma Chadha
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DRAI,4ATICS CLUts LITERARY CLUts

0therTeachers involved : Mrs. B. Shinde Patil

Mrs. Belinda Route

No. of children : Approx. 60.

Expression Exercises

Miming a particular sequence.

Session on storage arrangement, lights, costumes, use

of music.

Session on the efiect of music for creating atmosphere /
mood.

Students created dramas on selected social issues

Students were continously creating and performing

their own dramas and bringing costumes and make-up.

Session on situational comedy. Students created "sit
coms" and performed them.

Students viewed a Mr. Bean CD as an illustration of
situational comedy.

Students began learning a scene from "Pride and
Prejudice" but this was not completed due to clubs
sessions being cancelled.

Students started learning the play "The Honoured Guest"
but we did not carry it through to completion as it had

difficult language and was too long to do it well with
limitedtime.

Students were given 10 objects and had to divide
themselves into small groups t0 create a short drama
making use ofthese objects.

Many of the dramatics participants were chosen for the
Australian Dance in the school concertforthe purpose of
getting stage experience.

Some short plays were given with a moral lesson and
two of these were performed atthe schoolassembly.

Sessions on voice projection were done.

Students were always given the opportunities to
critically evaluate each other's work. i.e. positives -r
negatives

The literary club started with a number of

students who were enthusiastrc and looking fonruard to
the activities of the club.

Since the club members were bookworms we
decided to start a research activity about the various

classic authors. As expected from the club members

they did a lot of research work which was later penned

down as "Profile work."

Being patriotic, the club members decided to
work on literary experts like - Rabindra Nath Tagore and

Sarojini Naidu. The club members were enlightened

about their lives and work.

The Literary club members worked with
enthusiasm right till the end.

J. Johnson

DRAMETICS CLUts
Dancing the Australian way

Mr. B. Parker
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Scouts And Guides

"Be prepared" our motto inspires us t0 move ahead in life with greater force, encouragement and sense of

responsibility. Scouting was established in the year 1 908 in the Bishop's School.

Last year like allthe yester years our club experienced and lived moments of ioy, pain, humour and above all

learning experience which developed in us a sense of responsibility. Our club consisted of over 200 students. We

began w1h simple marching, salute and holding of flags. We were amazed to see positive changes in the students.

We gave the following syllabus.

'l . The scouts/guides laws.

2. Our motto.

3. The scouts/guides oath.

4. Thescouts/guidessong.

5. The scouts/guides sign,

We then went on to dividing the students into groups and gave them notes on important issues which might

crop up while trekking. For example what first aid should be gtven to a person who falls down and still has life in him /
her.

Last year we took our students to Sinhagad. ltwas a very beautifulexperience, fullof fun and excitement' The

children climbed a cliff which had the height of approximately 3,000 ft. above sea level. Two of the children did end up

hurting themselves but things were in control. This situation actually allowed us to show the children how to deal

with an injured person on the sPot.

gverall it has been a year full of fun and excitement and a year when many students actually learnt to believe

in themselves and set standards forthemselves.

Science Week - 2006

ln 2006, The Bishop's Co-Ed School celebrated its first "science Week" in the month of November. lt was an

attempt to familiarise the children with the legacy of science and modern developments.

The organisers were our very own science teachers led by Mr. Brian Parker.

The week started with an Essay Writing competition. Each class got a topic related to science, e.g. "My Dream

Machine", lt was followed by a collage making competition. Childrens displayed their skills and talents. This was

followed by a heated debate among the senior school students. The topic was "Scientific development and tradition

cannot go together" . The next day we saw a very well contested lnter - House Science 0uiz. lt was a huge success'

The quiiwaJlike a roller coster ride with many ups and downs. Lunn House got off to a flying start but Freese House

caugirt up and towards the end it was a one on one combat. Finally Freese House won the quiz with Lunn House close

on itls heels. The grand finale was a visit to the schools science laboratories. All the classes took keen interest in

seeing the various models displayed in the laboratories. lt was a very enioyable and informative week.

Soham Sen, Arnab Mahanty I
Bharat R.

Class Vlll
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OUR SCHOOL BUDDING ARTISTS

Mugdha Phatak
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Yogesh Thadani

Ketharaman
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Ananya Tewari

-r
Latika Gadkari

Pretham Ramraj

Tanvi Mistra

Kavya Shah
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Shruti Gupta

Reema Deshpande

Abhijeet Kate

Anmol Salvi

Samuel Angre
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BOARDERS

A HOI,4T - TAR TROI,4

LOWD AND NURTURED...,
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GUIDED

AND 7ROTECTED....
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ABILITY AND THE ATTITUDE TO SERVE AND

RES?ECT....

RTLIABLE....

Prefects

Administrative Staff
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COI'4?ETENCE....

INTEGRITY
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July - 2005

a) Entire Camp Schoolstaff Medical Examinations

00ne.

August - 2005

a) Entire KLN Staff Medicalexamination done.

b) Monthly Medical Report Card for all boarders of

both Camp and KLN completed on lSth August.

This included physical examination of the

boarders.

December - 2005 / Jan 2006

Catered to the Medical "Well being" of the

INTERNATI0NAL SUMMER CAMP month

including a Farewell goodwill talk^

Februarv - 2006

Had participated in the School's Science Week

Programme - giving basic 'SEX EDUCATI0N

talks for classes 6, 7, 8 and 9.

March - 2006

a) Gave a presentation for Class 10 FAREWELL

NITE- DAILY SURVIVAL KIT.

b) Gave a presentation for Class 12, FAREWELL

NOTE-THE L LIKABLE FACTOR.

THOROU6H 2005-06

Aoril- 2006

Was the guest speaker from THE BISHOP S SCHOOL

being requested to give a presentation at the R0TARY

CLUB - Pune on TIPS 0N HEALTHY EATING AND

HEALTHY LlVlNG" for which a memento was

presented in appreciation.

Miscellaneous

Participated in the Staff's, School Tennis and Football

tournaments.

0rganising a BILLIABDS & SN00KER MlNl

Tournament for staff shortlY

Conclusion

Whatever we managed to achieve during the

academic year 2005 - 2006, could not have been

possible without the steady, untiring support 0f my

medical team.

MR. & MRS. GAIKWAD - Camp and Mrs. Rani Lazarus

and Miss Mary Mathew of Kalyaninagar. There are

"Short Comings" and " Grey Areas" which are duly

noted, and remedial steps are already in progress with

the sole aim of improving the "OUALITY 0F W0RK"

which is an on going process, as there's no ltmit to the

height of the bar of excellence.

Dr. Brian Tucker

Sr. Medical 0fficer

The Bishop s School

ii:r

TEACHERS CORNER . REPORTS

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Medical Highlights (2005-06) Summary
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TEACH ER'S DAY CELEBRATION

ON 5TH & 6TH SEPT. 2OO5

Every year throughout India, the teaching community celebrates Dr. Radha Krishnan's birthday as Teacher's Day
on 5th September. This year on this special day, the entire staff of The Bishop's Co - Ed School, Kalyaninagar and
Bishop's School, Camp assembled at the Kalyaninagar School auditorium to pay homage to the father of Indian
educationist with addresses by some specialists in Stress Management.

First of all, Mrs. Ratna Khemani - Director Academy of Natural Health and Beauty and Centre for personality
Development spoke for an hour on handling pressure at work and home, family values, positive attitude and
motivation skills, giving our best to children in class and making the most of what we have to give others in our role as
teachers.

The second session was conducted by Dr. Henu Mahtani, a leading cardiologist who gave some beneficialtips to
ease the stress and strain that a teacher faces managing home, family and the extended family of her students in
school' She demonstrated relaxation exercises, office yoga, yoga theraphy for physical and mental ailments and
different breathing techniques through a visual presentation. lt was really useful for us - teachers managing 50 - 60
noisy children in a class - piles of conection - papers to set - tests to mark and records to maintain constantly are not
such easy tasks by any stretch of imagination.

The third session regarding healthy cooking and tips on health and nutrition was conducted by Ayurveda
Medicine Specialist, Dr. Malvika Tambe and Mr. Sunil Tambe, was very useful and informative. They stressed on
Healthy Mind in a Healthy Body and prescribed meditation as an essential aspect which heals body, mind and soul.
They also explained the importance of removing sticky toxins hence cleaning the body internally by ancient
Ayurvedic Panchakarma theraphy.

After each informative capsule, a question - answer session between the staff and the speakers occuned. Finally,
a scrumptious meal was laid out for the staff and the visitors.

0n the 6th September 2005, the celebration continued with interesting events that began with the morning
assembly conducted by our Senior children. Normal daily prayers followed by a special prayer for teachers and then
senior school choir that took the stage to sing few songs specially composed for teachers, wishing them -,'Happy
Teacher's Day", and "The Bishop's Cheering Song" organized by our music teacher Mr. Philip Lazarus. Each teacher
was presented a rose showing them how special they are to the children. Later, a basketball match was held
between the students and the staff, which was won bythe Saff.

We realized our Senior students are capable of conducting assembly so well by organizing younger ones in a
disciplined manner. lf given a chance their talent surfaces effectively. We at Bishop's make sure our students locate
their selective area of strength so that they have a treasure chest of memories and skillto develop their personalities
and to make themselves and their school proud of them.

Thus ended a wonderful day - a day full of fun and laughter for both the children and their teachers. Memories of
this day will surely be cherished for a long time.

Overallthe two days were a truly memorable and knowledgeable experience and we would like to thank Mr. and
Mrs' Freese for ensuring that the faculty of The Bishop's School gained in knowledge through the extremely fabulous
sessions organized for us.

Mrs. T. Kaur



THE SCHOOL CHOIR

"lt's an honourto be in the School Choir"

The sad thing about Music is that everybody thinks he or she can sing. What really distinguishes a first rate choir

programme is the motivation and talent of individual chorus members and the ability of the choir director to lead

them. The start of the academic year compels the music / choir director to look out for new singers from the new

admissions and the new class formations afterthe promotions. 'Auditon' or'Try out'does seem to conlure up feelings

of anxiety among prospective members and may even scare them away. 0n the other hand auditions generate sense

of pride and accomplrshment among accepted singers. Selections are so vital as to determine the range to fit in the

proper vocal section such as Soprano, Alto Tenor and Bass, (pitch ofthe individual in high, low very high and the deep

mature voices respectively. ) Auditioning also helps to recognise vocal qualrty and musicianship. Also knowing health

and diagnose vocal strength and shortcomings. Good soloists also emerge out of the blue. And that's for the

beginning !

The next step is to prepare the concert songs and conduct dress rehearsals that closely resemble the real

performance. lt covers the entire range of a choral director's comprehensive responsibilities from selecting and

choosing proven techniques, ideas and concepts which need to be established for a quality programme and the

songs (repertoire) to conducting productive rehearsals and outstanding performances' The rhymes and reasons

might by many, but high standards must be practised. What the song communicates and to get acquainted with the

score. The concept of story telling always lies at the root and heart of several compositions and song writers' How to

express the expressions in the right expressions makes lasting impressions and adds merits to the choir. The School

can boast of having a good choir in the same vein as having a good football team etc. When old class mates meet

after many years they reminisce "l was in the School Choir", "l sang a solo for the School Choir","l sang in the

Descants,'. A good voice attracts admiration and respect. Accepting that you are an alto is a good attitude and learn

to understand this particular section. The melodies of the altos are strange like bitter medicine which is health to the

over all output of the choir. To sing the part faithfully and enjoying it is a pleasant sight to the eyes and the ears. The

High Sopranos stand elected as they are of a higher range and can even sing in the higher octave. They are the

descants. The Sopranos sing the main tune of the song and have an appealing voice. The Tenors have a range which

could go low as well as quite high. The Bass section normally has men with mature deep resounding voice and

volume. Thus a student in the School Choir gets to know a culture pertaining to the Choral world.

The Choir master whether male or a female who is like a parent to the Choir family, who besides knowing

individual voice is also aware of their behaviour, temperment and dedication. lt is a rule for the choir members while

singing to look at the conductor who brings out the best choral harmony in sight and sound. Every member should

keep a his or herfavourite song list and should render as and when requested. They should make a conscious effortto

listen to music. The right music ofcourse in terms of imitating styles and tones. 0nce you know you possess a good

voice try to develop a liking and passion which can be pursued further by being trained under an expert. You may even

enroll for Vocal Exams conducted by various institutions and Schools of Music' The Bishop's School is so

encouraging that it awards special prizes for deserving choir students. The criteria is not lust a good voice but also

general behaviour and involvement with discipline at it's core. Here's a personality inventory for you as to where you

place yourself along each of the following traits. Are you both extreme in any category ? lt so, when does one trait

take overfrom the other.... ?

THORC]U6H
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Ta1ker............ ... Do'er

Artistic Intellectual

Persuasive Facilitative

Worrier.......... ..... Hedonist

D0cile............ ... EasilyAngered

Gregarious ............... Loner

Intimidator..... .......... Charmer

Belaxed Intense

0rganiser....... ........ Planner

Humorous Serious

Anxious Confident

Decisive Vascillating

1a2y............... Industrious

The Bishop's School also encourages a Staff Choir which per{orms regularly and makes a mark in the school
events. The main aim is cultural enrichment, artistic proficiency, functional and educative. The accompanist and the
instrument is solely the choir masters decision. You carry within yourself a musical instrument such as your voice by
which you express a meaning or feeling. not only by the utterance of words. but also by inflexion, intonation and
volume. Pitch problems caused by faulty vocal techniques and having intonation is often affected by acoustic
conditions.

Acoustics is a major factor which is mentioned often in performing arts such as choral, orchestra or theatre
where auditoriums are fitted with sound absorbing panels and sheets which defer echo and unwanted
reverberations. A choir must perform as frequently as it can concertize with polish and finesse. An immediate
reference would be The Vienna Boys Choir, the Internationally acclaimed boys choir. lt may come as a surprise that
these boys could sound just as high pitched as a female voice. Ouality choral programmes have a sense of purpose.
The bulk of school choral songs constantly combine Morals, Education Value, Aesthetics and Entertainment. pune is
proud to have a Choral Culture. The Poona Music Society which often holds public concerts by inviting foreign
artistes in Western Classical and Modern Music. Various Church Choirs have their own activities. The poona

Musicals and the Vibrant Voices hold the Festivals of School Choirs annually where this culture is very much alive and
is providing a platform for schools to perform choral music. The next time you take your place on the choir stand be
focussed with all ears and eyes 0n your choir master. You are chosen to be there for your voice. and sing you musr.
Take pride, hold yourself tall. Take a bow. You're in the School Choir.

Philip Lazarus
(Choir Master)

Bishop's Co. Ed. School,
Kalyaninagar



THE BOARDER'S NIGHT

Boarders ! These children wait with bated breath for this night to arrive. The excitement can be seen on their faces

weeks beforehand. This is a night just for them, when they truly get to enjoy themselves and forget the cares of the

world. They are showered with love and blessings in great abundance on this night.

Being lust the second boarde/s night, for The Bishop's Co-Ed. School, Kalyaninagar, the children prepared

themselves to make this Boarder's night a memorable one. Games were organised by various teachers, and children

made the most of it on stage. They thoroughly enloyed the paper-dance and had equal fun in the other games as well'

Teachers also came to the party disguised as various comic characters taking the children a shade closer to

reality. The boarders could not help smiling when they watched the teachers dance and introduce themselves as to

which comic character they were playing. Each child of course, had their own personal favourites.

The Boarder Girls gracefully danced to Latino music which was appreciated by all. Even the Boarder's Choir

sang with brilliance and proved that they are definitely talented. The much awaited Bishop's ldol, which sent waves

through the children was then conducted. lt was beautiful to hear the children sing their hearts out, and not be afraid

of the stage and the audience. The boarder's then thanked their matrons with flowers and cards for all their support

and love.

Finally, our honourable secretary led us to dinner after a prayer. Each boarder's night teaches us something

new. This night was possible and successful only because of the effort of the boarder's without whom the school

would have no life at all it would just haunt us if their voices couldnot be heard echoing throughout the school'

Mr. Stephen Wharton

',En Sl +r"
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CRECHE

is for the 'chosen children' of God.

t0 reunite every morning and thank the Lord.

is Exuberance which is expressed everyday.

to care and take the colic pain away

for Harmony, Happiness and a Home.

for Everlasting Love in this my Honey Comb I The creche is a home away from home. We teachers are glad
that our CEO / Honorary Secretary has provided us with this wonderful facility. Our minds are at rest as we
know that our little ones are in safe hands. Here the children are nurtured with love, care and affection by
Mrs. Symss who is affectionately called "Nanna", She is incharge of the creche together with Shobha and
chanda assisting her. They help making the creche a home sweet home fullof love and joy.

I take this opportunity to thank Mr. Freese CEO / Honorary Secretary of the Bishops Educational Society for
the well- equipped creche atthe Bishop,s Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar.

Mrs. S. Waghmare
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ARTICLES

School Education in India: Single Gender or Co'education?

The current trend is towards co-educational schools. In fact with a societal push to empowering women and

giving the girl-child equal opportunity, parents - especially from the more conservative and socially'rigid'segment -

are increasingly seeking to provide quality education to girls. Historically, numbers favour all-boys'institutes; again,

,quality, institutes have tended to be all-boys' - India being a male dominated society. Higher education (University

level) has favoured co-education. Thus, with increasing number of girls knocking on the door, schools and iunior

colleges are tending to be co-educational. There is a dearth of schools - segregation is a luxury which Indian society

can ill afford. lncreasing numbers of single-gender institutes would cause redundancy and make heavy demand on

infrastructure and for (numbers of) teachers and other staff affecting quality.

The biggest merit of a co-educational institute is that a child's development is more natural and complete' An

Indian famiiy is not single-gender - nor is the society. An educational institute should provide learning in an

environment that represents-the wortd at large. There should be respect and understanding of one sex for the other.

which should be a part of education particularly during adolescence. Further, from a social responsibility point of

vrew, with educational institutes being few - a coeducaiional institute provrdes equal opportunities for the girl-child'

Demerits, in India, stem mainly from social mores. sex segregation puts demands on administration of co-

educational in terms of 'discipline'. Some even argue that biologicaypubertal forces distract students from

concentrating on the task at hand - learning. However, ihus. prmsures exist outside the institute boundaries too and

education does not stop atthe school gates!

parents are ambivalent towards co-education. 0uality and access rather than segregation is more a decision

driver. lt is difficultto say with a reasonable degree of certainty, that they positively favour co-education: under equal-

opportunity conditions, single-gender institutes could well be chosen over co-education.

Niches will exist and might even increase with impact of globalization' For instance, religion is making a strong

come back in peoples,lives. So, given the upsurge of reinterpreted orfundamentalist neo-cultures, there willbe a

demand and place for single-genier institutes. (Case in point: lran, post-Shah regime, went back to the c/iadorfor

women and gender segrrgutrd education). Another consideration: by and large, till middle schoollevel(pre-pubertal

age), there ii no gender sigregation in Indian society. Therefore, there is possibly a latent case/demand for gender

sigiegation at high schools anl junior colleges: the 'sensitive' age-band, after which suff icient maturity is deemed to

have been attained for mixed gender institutes.

Having experienced both genres, in my own schooling and as a teaching professional, I strongly believe in co-

education for a healthy, balanced and all-round development of children.

- Sharmista Guha



TOP OF THE POPS

(most requested in singing periods)

- Puff -A-Train (Song & Action)

- Disaster Management (Tips in a Song)

- Super Heroes (0nly lf you Love)

- Veggie Burger(A Recipe Song)

- Veggie Burger (A Recipe Song)

- MyHeartWiilGo0n.......(Titanic)

- Una Paloma Blancal(Freedom Song)

- Plantation Boy- 2004-2005

Move 0n :- 2005-2006

- Happy Boys and Happy Girls !

- Kandhon Se Milte HaiKandhe

- Psalm 2i /WhataFriend We Have

- SchoolSong

PRIZE DAY

Prize Day: Loud and clearthe Prize call

The winners standing tall - Take it all

The names amid laud resound

0ld folks on thrones reap joy abound

Surelyflowing writes their pen

Answers to questions - Ten on ten :

Feild orStage - SchoolAcademics

Easel or Drills - Thrills in Dramatics

Grass may appear greener yonderfence

Priority in study sure brings confidence

To do or undo - And the Prize goes to .......

The winners take a bow - Take it all

Prize Day I Loud and clearthe prize call

The winners standing tall - Take it all.

Philip Lazarus
(Music Teacher)

THon13UsH 200s-06

std. I

std. tl

std.ltl

std. tv

std. v

std. vl

std. vtl

School Choir (Seniors)

Boarders Choir

Patriotic Songs'Choir

Morning Assembly

Favourite Chorus



ATTITUDES TOWARDS PARENTS
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Funky

Music with a strong black beat.

Spirituals

Reflective lyrics from the Holy Scriptures. Spirit uplifting

religious background.

Gospel

Message oriented - stories and parables in the Bible are

sung in rhythm and rhyms - With religious sentiments'

Techno

Synthesized sounds in Chordal patterns and styles

mechanically produced by a electronic sequencer with a

voice / vocal layer. Music of the teens in 2000

millennium. Popular in pubs and DJ's

Rap

Hhythm, accompaniment and poetry. Tolerable if

sensible. Pub music, can be filthy and abusive, brought

out by Rappers with less or no musical ability. Real

Musicians call it crap. Even Parents agree,.

Jaa
Took birth in America varying styles and tempo, mainly

swing lmprovisational Solos in Pentatonic (5 notes) and

Diatonic Scales. (Whole Tone) with Brass section for feel

and tone.

Philip Lazarus
(Music Teacher)

Mrs. Shabana Pathan

M.A.B.Ed

Hindi Teacher

DEFINITION OF MUSICAL TERUS

Rock & Roll

Began with Chuck Berry but it is now mixed with white

Southern County Music - the blues base of rhythm has

been extended. The melodies are more tenderthan heavy

rock and can express complex emotions - e.g. : Elvis

Presley/ Partner Dance.

Pop Disco

Repetitive Rhythm - often no melody - aimed to move the

feet rather than the brain. Fast music - People dance for

themselves accompanied byflashing lights,

Soul

Primarily dance music in which the lyrics of records are

important. The music is softer, melodic and highly

emotional in content.

Rhythm & Blues

Modern version of urban blues which was originally an

exclusively black sound. The blues came from Chicago

during the depression years. The sound and emotional

content is rough and raw.

Reggae

Based on a rhythm where the acent is on the off beat of a

bar 1 & 3 instead of 2 & 4. The sound came from Jamaica.

but now is composed by white as well as black.

Heavy Rock

This is a blues-based-music built on discord and the

conflict of sounds. Bands often have little music ability.

Pop Music through anarchic lens - complete reiection of

all values. A strong and rebellious mindset.

Futurist

Electronic disco related rhythms - e.g' Latest David

Bowie.

Your Parents are -

Your best friends - discuss with them

They know your best - get their help

They understood you best - get their guidance

They want you most - give them your company

They dream about you most - shair their dreams

They love you most - don't refuse their love.

They prey for you - see the power of their prayers.

They worry about you most - keep them relaxed.

They trust you most - take them into confidence'

They know the word - use their guidance

They have sacrificed their best for you respect them for its

They are eager to give you the best - acknowledge them.



''WHY GOD MADE MOMS''

Answers given by 2nd grade school kids to the following questions !!!
Whydid God make mothers?

1. She's the only one who knows where the scotch
tape is.

2. Mostlytocleanthehouse.

3. To help us out of there when we were getting born.

How did God make mothers ?

1. He used dirt, just likeforthe rest ofus.

2. Magic plus super powers and a lot of stining.

3. God made my Mom just the same like he made me.
He just used bigger parts.

What ingredients are mothers made of ?

1 . God makes mothers out of clouds and angel hair and
everything nice in the world and one dab of mean.

2. They had to get their start from men's bones. Then
they mostly use string, lthink.

Why did God give you your mother & not some other
mom ?

1. We're related.

2. God knew she likes me a lot more than other
people's moms like me.

What kind of little girlwas your mom ?

1. My mom has always been my mom and none of that
other stuff.

2. I don't know because I wasn't there, but my guess
would be prettybossy.

3. They say she used to be nice.

What did mom need to know about dad before she
married him ?

1. His last name.

She had to know his background. Like is he a crook?
Does he get drunk on beer ?

Does he make at least $800 a year? Did he say N0 to
drugs and YES to chores ?

Why did your mom marry your dad ?

1. My dad makes the best*spaghetti in the world. And
my Mom eats a lot.

She got too old to do anything else with him.

My grandma says that Mom didn't have her thinking
cap 0n.

THORctUsH 2005-06

Who's the boss at your house ?

1. Mom doesn't want to be boss, but she has to
because dad'.s such a goof ball.

What would it take to make your mom perfect ?

1. 0n the inside she's already perfect 1 Outside, lthink
some kind of plastic surgery.

2. Diet. You know herhair. I'd diet, may be blue.

lf you could change one thing about your Mom, what
would it be ?

1 . She has this weird thing about me keeping my room
clean. l'd get rid of that.

2. I'd make my Mom smarter. Then she would know it
was my sisterwho did it and not me.

3. I would like for her to get rid of those invisible eyes
on the back of her head.

An eye witness account from New York City: 0n a cold
day in December, a little boy about l0 years old was
standing before a shoe store on the roadway,
barefooted, peering through the window, and shivering
with cold. A lady approached the boy and said, ,,My little
fellow, why are you looking so earnestly in that
window?" "1 was asking God to give me a pair of shoes,"
was the boy's reply. The lady took him by the hand and
went into the store and asked the clerk to get half a dozen
pairs of socks for the boy. She then asked if the clerk
could give her a basin of water and a towel. He quickly
brought them to her. She took the little fellow to the back
part of the store and, removing her gloves, knelt down,
washed his little feet, and dried them with a towel. By
this time the clerk had returned with the socks. placing a

pair upon the boy's feet, she purchased him a pair of
shoes. She tied up the remaining pairs of socks and gave

them to him, She patted him on the head and said, ,,No

doubt, my little fellow, you feel more comfortable now?,,

As she turned to go, the astonished lad caught her by the
hand, and looking up in her face, with tears in his eyes,
answered the question with these words: ',Are you
God's wife?"

Contributed by

Melinda Parker



WE AT BISHOP'S
co-ED. scHool

We have staff at the Kalyaninagar School

Who are here and ever so cool.

To top the list is our Principal so dear,

Who speaks so very loud and so clear,

Our headmistress Mrs. Freese

We would all like to emulate

ls ever so loving and sedate

But all the same we love her dearly,

As she shows us what to do so very clearly.

Karen Johnson so softly speaks,

At times her voice is just a squeak.

Sybil 0liver with her witty lokes

Always keeps the LKG's on their toes.

Rozina Somji dressed in her Pakistani suits,

Comes gliding in and looks so cute.

Sonal Shelke whose smile is so sweet,

Gives her Nursery class a good treat.

Tracy Lewis good at communication skills,

Always gives her class a lot of thrills.

Jaya Franklin in her crisp cotton sarees,

Looks so smart and very Savoy.

Honarene Henderson is the ioker of us all,

But ever ready to help us at the first call.

Della D'Souza so trim, prim and thin

Gives us all, that beautiful grin.

Belinda Route got the PT class going,

Sorry- The music she choose,

Got everyone tapping their toes.

Lynette Weilson when you pass her class,

ls always busy with art and craft.

Rita Lewis is beyond doubt,

A teacher the concert can't do without.

Kurt Mitson the smartest guy,

Always has some jazy ties,

Here there are just to name a few

Who is left out is Me and you!

HUGS
THE WONDER DRUG

Have you wondered how effective hugs are? You rarely

give a hug that is not appreciated or receive one that

does not make your day brighter. Can you think of any

medication that has such pleasant side effects?

Hugs are good for you. They are not fattening and they

don't cause cancer or give you cavities. They are all

natural, contain no preservatives, artificial sweeteners

or other chemical additives. Hugs are cholesterol free

and contain 100 % of the recommended daily allowance

of hope and happiness, They are a completely renewable

source of energy and they are available without a

prescription.

Hugs don't require any special instructions. They don't

need batteries, tune-ups or X-rays. They are non-

taxable, fully returnable and energy efficient. They can

be safely used in all kinds of weather; they work

especially well during cold or rainy days. They are

particularly effective in treating everyday problems like

stress, worry and anger. Sadness, sorrow orfrustration

and even occasional nightmares.

The best thing about hugs is that you can use them

without specialtraining or prior experience. But a word

of caution to those of you trying it for the first time. You

should never wait until tomorrow to hug someone who

needs it today. 0nce you realize how good it feels you'll

want to do it over and over again tomorrow. Yes, hugs

are extremely addictive-

So give someone a BIG HUG today.

Contributed by

Mrs. Lynda 0'Connor

Contributed by

Mrs. Lynda 0'Connor
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.BEST FRIEND

Friend is a six letter word which makes me nostalgic when I think about my school days.
Many people walk in and out of your life but true friends leave the footprint in your heart. As
some one well said "They are the angels who let you be yourself.,'

The reminiscent of the first day is still a fresh when I had met her. lt was the 4th Period
and Miss Padhi was taking the Hindi Class when Eleena requested meekly the permission to
enter. She introduced herself as a new student to the class. This way the first view of the
person who later was going bring a change in my life, although I was ignorant of that.

She came and sat beside me and said, "Hi". We became close to each other with passing
time. I was glad to know that she was staying near to my house.

We found comfort in each other's company. Spending as much time with each other as
possible and bringing out the best in ourselves became our motto. She was an enthusiastic
sportsperson and an avid reader.

Going to the tution, having lunch together and dawdling restlessly in the leisure time
became our fashion. We used to tease others and were happy to get punished together too.
We always used to share our secrets with each other and discussed a lot between ourselves
about boys, schools, teachers, studies and list was endless.

We didn't know how the time passed. One fine morning I didn't find her in the classroom
and was struckdumb. Afterfinishing my classes lwentto herhouse in the evening to enquire
about the reason and lfound her ill. She was lying nextto her mother. I sat beside her and told
her about the school work and requested her to come next day. She nodded smilingly. The
next day went without her and the days went on. I was unaware of the fact that she was
suffering from a dreaded disease Blood cancer. Neither she nor anybody from my home told
me about her. Her condition was getting worse day by day.

It was 4th July 1 994, wednesday when I arrived at her place. she was lying numb on her
bed and we talked a little about daily routines talk, schoolworks, teachers and all. It was the
most unfortunate morning the next day when I heard about her death. I was dumbfounded
and broken from the core of my heart.

It was unbelievable on my part to think that Eleena was no more with me. The person
who transformed me from an introvert to an extrovert person, who had brought the best in
me. lt took time but slowly I got to understand that, "Life shows exactly what we want to see
and feel, life tells exactly what we want to hear, but life doesn't bestow everything what we
want to have". The only part we can gift to ourselves is to cherish the moment spent with the
person you love most. Everything is destined and we are powerless to change the fate.

True friendship is like sound health, the value of it is seldom known until it is lost. Love in
friendship is intangible, an expression cannot be spoken and the only feeling which can be
showered. Best friends are not ominipresent and can found high and low. They are like
diamonds, precious and rare. You can make many friends but god gives you the chance to
take the best only once and you will be the unfortunate to miss the desired chance, which we
always do.

It is very important in school life to choose the best person as a friend and be with them
till time permits. A friend is a hand that is always holding you, no matter how close or far
apartyou may be.

Many came in my life but no one was able to fill the void created by Eleena. So cherish
the moments spend with your Best Friend cozwho knows....

- lsmat Shariff



DAILY SURVIVAL KIT

Items Needed
Toothpick, Rubber Band, Band Aid, Pencil, Eraser,

Chewing Gum, Mint, Candy Kiss, Tea Bag, File

whv ?

"New" Fermentation for

"0ld Wine" in a "New" Bottle : "New Wine"

"Many a Time

God Hides things, by putting them in front of our eyes"

THOROU6H

HUMITITYTOOTHPIGK

To remind you to pick out the good qualities in others.

RUBBER BAND

To remind you to be flexible, things might not always go

the way you want, but it will work out.

BAND AID

To remind you to heal hurt feelings, yours or someone else's.

PENCIT

To remind you to list your blessings everyday.

ERASER

To remind you that everyone makes mistakes, and it's 0K.

CHEWING GUM

To remind you to stick with it and you can accomplish anything.

ADJUST
PATIENCE

NON RIGID

ACCEPT CHANGE

FORGIVENESS

'FORGIVE''

GRATITUDE PT I

GRATEFUTNESS FOR
. WHERE U R
.WHATUR
.HOWUR
.WHO U R

FORGIVENESS PT II

''FORGET'

DON'T OUIT
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MINT

To remind you that you are worth a mint!

CANDY KISS

To remind you that everyone needs

a kiss or a bug everyday.

FItE

The best investment in the world is

Investment in "Yourself"

2nd best investment in the world is

Investment in "People"

TEA BAG

To remind you to relax daily and go

over that list of blessings.

HAVE YOUR SELF ESTEEM YOUR VATUE
- SUCGESS CANT BE SPEI.T

WITHOUT A'U'
. YOUR VATUE MUST ALSO HAVE A'U'

''REWARD"
PAT ON THE BACK REASSURANCE

MOTIVATION

REGULARIY REFOGUS ON YOUR GOA

TAKE TIME OUT TO SHARPEN THE SAW

"RE[AX'
TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOURSELF

UNWING - RE EVATUATE
. RE FOCUS
. RE CHARGE

Show your friends how much you care. Send this to everyone you consider a FRIEND,

even if it means sending back to the person who sent it to you.

My Favourite

" I still feel like I got to prove something
there are a lot of people out there hoping I fail

But I love that, I need to be hated. I need to be motivated"
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The'L'Factor -
formerly - more

(The Likability Factor)
important to be respected than liked

now

The road to success is often a series of " Popularity Contest'

Likeability Factor .T 
Magnetic Personality

Its not enough just to do a good job. One has to be likeable in the eyes of your employer -

Li Must Have The Likeable Factor

Jobs / Pay Hikes / Promotions etc

All f E the Charisma of the person

-/ Hiring Decisions ) Depend upon how
Ex' corporate down sizing - - Firing n..irio,r, J ff11,:ir"5,fJfill-*

People meer\".;o*
People 

meet ?V 
Subconsciously

People

Likeabilitv is a skill that can be learnt

4 steps to f your likeability factor

f Your Friendliness -

Mindset + Body Language

Smile 72 muscles t0 "Frown".

"Friendliness"

they ask themselves
4 ??????

Iv
To determine your

'L'Factor

Are U Friendly ?

(Seek Friendliness)
Are U Relevant :

(same wavelength, your
vibes c theii wants
and needs
Have U Empathy ?

(Do u understand item)
Are U Real ?

(Not a con man, Fake)

Ability to
comm. to others

l4 muscles to "Smile"

,Openess
\welco-eness
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3)

4) Keeping it Real

Your "Beliefs"

Likeability is Creating *ve

Emotional Experiences in others

Makine others

Your "Action"
t

Consistency --+ (Being the same person in & out)

feel good

Then
they tend to
Gravitate
towards

You

2) fyourReravance, 3, 1 fo"rt1.it,",.r.r,
Levels \r Values

Show Empathy

Putting yourself in

Being Emotinally

the others "place"

"Available" f Your

A much needed

"Psychological hug?

Connection

Likeability

This is the'L'Factor

Dr. B. Tucker
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THE SENIOR SCHOOL

Class 6

.'FORMING 
POSITIVE HABITS AND CHAMCTER''
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THE SENIOR SCHOOL

Class - 7
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THE SENIOR SCHOOL

Class - I

Re*poru-il>1n2...
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"Our thoughts lead to action,

action leads to habits,

habits form character and

character leads to destiny"
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SENIOR SCHOOL PRIZE DAY AND INVESTITURE

,THOSE WHO KE?T THEIR EWS ONI THE GOAL....'

MRS. LAURINA D'CRUZ TTLICITATING THEM,...
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HAW A?LAN
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SPORTS DAY

KEEP THE FLAG FLYTNG HIGH
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar

A perfect combination of physical and mental agility is the onlyway by which an individual's personality can

be developed. The Bishop's Co-Ed School has strived for the last two years, to imbibe values of true sportsmanship

and team work, by organizing the Annual Inter House Sports Meets with great enthusiasm and joy.

This year our Annual Inter House Sports Meet and PT display which was held on the 1 l th of March 2006 at Sl

ground was a great success. This was due to the united effort of our staff and students who contributed in a special

way.

The Annual Sports Meet began with the torch lighting ceremony and then moved on to the March Past.

Soumya Rawat led the houses in the order of the previous year's position - Freese House, Cooper House, Lunn House,

and Roberts House. They marched to the rhythmic beat of the drum and music. Our Honorable Chief Guest Col.

Jatrnder Pal Singh Uppal, accompanied by our Honorary Secretary Mr. Frank Freese took the salute and witnessed

the oath taking ceremony. Col. Jatinder Singh Pal Uppal later declared the Sports Meet open, Balloons were released

into the air as a symbol of freedom by Mrs. Kuljeet Uppal, after which commenced the track events starting with the

BQm flat race for division V. The Std lV and V Mass Drill display was a wonderful presentation, involving a perfect

balance of mind and body.

The races organized for the parents, staff and the helpers of the school were also a great success. Everyone

enjoyed and appreciated them.

The closing ceremony commenced with the March Past in order of merit. Prizes were given away by Mrs.

Kulleet Uppal. ttre Cniet Guest Col. Jatinder Pal Singh Uppal then addressed the school and congratulated the staff

and students for their brilliant team work which made the sports day a success. Then the Annual Inter House Sports

Meet and PT display was declared closed. We thus came to the end of a very exciting and enthusiastic fun filled sport

meet.

Mr. Y. Singh

The winners of the Victor Ludorum Trophy

Division NameofBoys Nameof Girls

V R. Richard P. Shah

ry A. Sharma A.Iyer

m S. Dhola R. Richard

II A. Kumar R. Oza

I S. Shukla R. D'Souza

Position NameofHouse Points

I Freese 39s

2. Cooper 352

J. Roberts 33s

4. Lunn 323
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SENIOR SCHOOL SPORTS DAY
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JUNIOR SCHOOL SPORTS DAY

It's all in the game...
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THE SENIOR SCHOOL CONCERT

0n the very auspicious occassion of the Bishop's Co.-Ed. Senior School Concert, Kalyaninagar which was

their second, many hearts skipped a beat, while parents watched their children perform on stage. Those very

children who were so nervous at first to see such a vast crowd, gave their best and performed at a level higher than

they had ever done before. The amount of hardwork, dedication sweat and tears that went into this preparation

proved fruitful that night.

We began with the Australian dance which set the crowd ablaze, Everyone tapped their feet, while the

children danced away to the melodious tunes of the Brown Jane Polka and Strip+he-Willow. Children then took

centrestage with plays like'My Fair Lady'which was an adaptation of 'Pygmalion' and the Hindi play'Andher Nagri,

Choupat Raja', which set the scene in order to lend a bit of humourto the show.

The ever so beautiful and impressive Eliza, in 'My Fair Lady', along with her fellow performers were

successful in proving the fact that hardwork does pay off in the end. The humourous Hindi play was also able to take

the audience towards the lighter side of life. The choir sounded amazing with their crisp and melodious voices

reaching out to those in the audience. A spirit of unity and togetherness also proved a point, when the Tableau,

displayed our country's trends, colours and variety. The children played a major part in this event because without

them, the concert would not have been such a success. The teachers involved also played a vital role in sharing their

knowledge and experience with the children.

The interaction of the children and teachers together as a team, enabled this concert to be a success. lt will

def initely be remembered for many a year to come.

Mr. Stephen Wharton
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SNIPPETS OF OUR CONCERT

WHAT FUN !
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PROUD MOMENTS
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SENIOR ARTICLES

THE MOST MEMORABLE EVENT IN MY LIFE

In every man's life, some incidents might happen, which he can never forget, Some may be good and some might

be painful, But it certainly leaves a mark in our memory.

I have also come across such a momentwhich, lwill neverforget in my life. lwas in Std lV, myfatherwas staying

in Chicago for a few months, because of some office assignment. During the summer holidays we decided to visit

him. Aftergetting ourVisa and airtickets, We started packing our bags.

lwasveryhappybecausethiswasthefirsttime, lwill be going to U.S.A. with my mother and sister.0n the

second of April we reached the Sahar airport in Mumbai. After the security checking was over, We boarded the Air

India flight. The planetook off at 7.00am. And lwas excited as lwould be meeting myfatheraftera long time.

After flying over Asia and Europe, We were flying over the Atlantic 0cean, Suddenly the plane started the

shaking, And all the passengers on board started panicking. My hands and feet became numb out of fright and, my

heart was beating very fast. At one moment I thought that the plane was going to fall In the Atlantic Ocean. I saw my

mother was praying to God and, I also closed my eyes and prayed to God to save us from the crisis. After five

minutes, the captain said that the plane was shaking, because of turmoil weather and assured that we were out of

danger.

I thanked God and felt relaxed. Finally we landed at the Chicago airport. This lourney to Chicago and the moment

of Crisis and danger which I had experienced on board will remain in my memory for a very long time.

Rishav Dasgupta

V.B

A TREK TO SINHAGAD

The Scouts club was introduced last year and is continued this year too. All club members were waiting for a outing,

and fortunately the day was decided on.

0n that day we all assembled at the school and reached on time at Sinhagad fort. We all were very excited to go

but before that we were told the timing and was supposed to be that we should come where ever we are after an

hour. When we started we thought its not difficult. After some time we had approached a distance and from there the

road became very dangerous because it wasn't maintained. The road which we saw was littered up by small stones.

The l st group reached within a hour; but we didn't. We all wanted to reach there so with all our strength we went up.

Some were, thinking that they are fighting for a lost match, but all of them came up. We had our lunch at the fort. We

had to line up agatn in our positions. The roads by which we went down weren't the same by which we came up. By

the time everybody reached it was Zhrs late, We had to inlorm our parents about it.

ShivaniSawant

vl- c
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THE SEASON I LIKE BEST

I like allthe seasons but the one I like the best is the Monsoon season. I like playing in the rain. lt is so cool and

refreshing. Everyone seems to be enjoying the monsoons.

When it rains the whole place turns green as if someone painted the earth green. The moment it starts raining

children take their umbrellas and raincoats and run about as if they were mad. lt's fun to watch the scenery. The hills

are covered with plants and trees, there are water falls. I love playing in the waterfall I also like walking back from

school in the rain. The farmers are the happiest. Their crops get enough water always wait for the monsoons. I love to

watch the peacocks dancing in the rain allthe animals come out of their homes to enloy in the rain. I love to see the

flowers bloom. I play in the rain for hours on end. Even if my mother doesn't allow me to g0 out, its still gives me great

pleasure to sit and watch. I also like the moist smell that is left behind after it rains. Everthing looks and smells so

fresh. During monsoons allthe dirt is washed away and everything looks so clean All the birds sing so sweetly. The

sound of the rain beating against the window makes you want to throws opent the windows and put your hands out

and feel the water rush by. Ponds and lakes f ill up. The rains bring such joy to all the people and animals.

lwish it would rain allthe time but if it did everywhere then would be flodds and nobody would enjoy it. I keep

lookino fonruard to the monsoons.

A friend

A acceptsyouasyouare.
A friend

B believes in you

A friend

C Callsyoujusttosay'Hi'!
A friend

D doesn't give up on you.

A friend

E envisions the whole of you

A friend

F forgives your mistake

A friend

G Givesunconditionally
H Helps you

A friend

I invites you over

A friend

J Just likes to be with you

A friend

K keeps you close at heart

A friend

L loves you for what you are

A friend

M makes a difference in your life

A friend

N neverjudgesyou

Sarah Thomas

vlt- c

FRIENDS

A friend
0 offerssupport
A friend
P picks you up when you are down
A friend
0 Ouietensyourtears
A friend

R Respectsyou
A friend
S Saysnicethingsaboutyou
A friend
T tells you the truth when you need to hear it.

A friend

U understandsyou
A friend
V valuesyou
A friend
W walks becide you.

A friend
X Xplains things you don't understand

A friend
Y yells when you need to listen
A friend

Z zapsyou backto reality.

Himanshu Sharma
vil-c
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MY FAIR LADY

Arjun Ahluwalia (col, Pickering)- "An amazing and wonderfulexposure,"
Karishma Kashikar (The 0ueen) - ',Excellent experience !,'

Prashmi Khanna (Narrator) -',Simply outstanding !',
Meher Legha (Elisa Doolittle)- "Wow ! neverfelt better about acting in front of so many peopte.,,
Nausheen Khan (Lady)-',Felt nice to be on stage !,'

Vishruti Gidwani (Dutchess) - ,'Learnt 
a lot !,'

Marissa Fonseca (Nanator) -',A good influence !,'

Abhishek Bairy (Henry Higgins) - ,'An inspiring play for illeterates !,,

Radhika Oza (Lady) - "Felt good dancing on stage l"
Bomana D'Souza (Narrator) -',An enriching experience l',

Saumya Rawat (Mrs. Pierce)- "An exilirating experience l"
Lisa Condillac (Dutchess) -',Awesome !"

Gulam Dhallah {King)- "Acted like a king !',

Chaitanya Hao (Lord)- "Amazing !,'

Rahul Makhija (Flower Boy) -Awell directed play !"
Neil Kulkarni (Prince) - "Wonderful audience !,'

Anuj Pant (Footman) - "Excellent l',

Stuti Aganrual (Lady) - "Fascinating Experience !"
Dipesh Bhatt (Duplicate Higgins)-',Felt excellent on stage !"
Amrutha Venkateshan - "Just good !',

varun Pisolkar (Xalton cowpatti) - "Amazing to act like the Hero's on T.v. !,,

Yash Pawar (Comm0n Man) - "Outstanding exposure for us kids !"
Saumya Nagar(Lady)- "Feltwonderfulto be a part of the play !,,

Devaj Mitra (Man)- "Felt good l"

Nausheen Khan

vilt_A

PUNEKARS BREAKING TRAFFIC RULES

Pune : lt is the city which is known as the '0xford of the East'. Yes, this is true, but when we arrive at this
conclusion, do we ever realize that Pune being one of the important cities of the nation, punekars should obey traffic
rules ? Many Punekars have the habit of 'moving in fast fonruard action' which, ends resulting in a phrase 'haste makes
waste meaning if we don't have patience and if we do things in haste, it only results in accidents. 0n an average
atleast 200 people die because of road accidents every year in Pune alone. one very bad habit ofthe punekars is that
they cross islands and go on to the oncoming traffic which creates have resulting in more fatal accidents. Thus we to
realize that traffic rules are obeyed nothing goes wrong and everything moves in a quiet, calm, peaceful, steady
manner.

Sumedh A. Borkar
vilt-c
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You mayforget me,

But how can | ?

Friendship never ends,

Nor does it die

When a coconut breaks

Water comes out,

Butwhen,

Friendship breaks

Tears come out

Friendship in the best Present

you can glve.

Love is to life

whatthe sun

is to earth

A life without love is like,

a season without summer

The Bond of FriendshiP

Has no limit

Keep the lamP of friendshiP alive

with oil of love coz sun rises in

the east & sets in the west but

friendship rises in heart and sets

after death.

Divya Nair
vlll- B

FRIENDSHIP (Thoughts of Friendship)

There are manY shiPs, small

ships and big shiPs but the

biggest ship is friendshiP.

A Friend in need is a friend in

deed.

Riverswantwater
Flowerswantdew

But my dearest Friend

lwant nothing,

But a smile from 'u'

Bees Iike honeY

Man likes moneY

I like you,

Because you're so funnY

Friendship is like a cake,

Easy to Break,

But difficultto make.

The Alphabet starts with ABC,

Numbersstartwith 123,

But Friendship starts with,

'u'and'mg'.

lf u luv a person set him free. lf

he comes back 2 u he is Yours.

lf he does not come back, he

was neveryours.

Rivers can dry

Mountains can fly,

BELIEVE IT OR NOT

1. Octopi and squid havethree hearts'

2. Snakes continue to grow until they die.

3. The Penguin is the only bird that can swim

4. George Washington died the last hour of the last day of the last week of the last month of the last year of the

18th Century.

5. Leonardo da vincicould write with one hand and draw with other atthe same time'

6. A lion in the wild usually makes no more than twenty kills a year'

7. Adam Smith is known asthefatherof Economics'

8. lndia's first nuclear power station was established at Tarapur'

9. Oueen Elizabeth of Britain sent herfirst e-mail in 1976'

1 0. Eskimos use refrigerators to keep food from freezing'

1 1 . There are more T.V. sets in U'S.A' than there are people in U'K'

12. Chinauses45billionchopsticksperyear25milliontreesarechoppeddowntomakethem'

1 3. 0nions, apples and potato all have same taste. The difference in flavour are caused by their smell !

K.R.G. Prakash
vlll- B



The Unlucky Number 1 1 for U.S.A

a The date of attack on the world Trade centre took place on the I 1 th of september,

o In numerals, it is written as 1 1/9

thereforel+1+9:11

o llthSeptemberisthe254thedayoftheyear.

therefore2+5+4:11

o After 1 1 th September, there are 1 1 1 days left for the year to end.

o The two towers standing side by side from a distance looks like the number I l
o The height of one of the towers is 470 m

therefore4+7+0=11

o The New York State was the 1 1th State formed in the country.

o ThefirstflightattackedwasflightnumberIL

a Thefirstflighthad 92 passengers on board

therefore9 *2=11
o The secondflight had 65 passengers on board

therefore6*5=11.

NewYorkCity- 1 1 letters

The Pentagon - 1 1 letters

Afghanistan - 1 1 letters

RamziYousef - 11 letters

{ he was the one who attacked the World Trade Center in the year I gg3 
}

Now, if we say'Good Luck U.S.A. - 1 1 letters.

Be A Winner !

o

o

o

a

The Loser...

... is always a part of the problem

... always has an excuse

... sees a problem in every answer

... sees a sandtrap near greenery

... says "That's not my job."

... says "lt may be possible but it's difficult."

TheWinner...

... isa partof theanswer.

... always has a plan

... sees an answer in every problem.

... sees greenery near every sandtrap.

... says "Let me do it foryou."

... says "lt may be difficult but it is possible."

THORtf,UGiH I zoos-oo

Karishma Kashikar
vilt-B

Karishma Kashikar
vilr-B
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A WONDERFUL SURPRISE

I still remember the most loyful moment of my life. lt took place three years. The day

was dull and gloomy, I had come to the school with my shoes full of mud. The streets

outside were slushy and wet due to the rains. I walked through the long corridor to go to

my class.

The bell soon rang and we had to go for assembly. We all went to the assembly hall in a

line. We said the morning prayer, we sang the schoolsong as we do everyday. Mr. Freese

spoke and then we sang the National Anthem. I was iust about to depart, when our sports

master blew the whistle. The headmistress was standing on the stage waiting for pin drop

silence. Everyone stood quietly. He announced the names of the house captains. One of

them was me. As soon as I heard this, I hugged my best friend tightly because he was the

one encouraged me and cheered me, He had said that I was going to be a house captain

one day. I was astounded. My eyes were full of tears of happiness. My face had become

as red as a rose. After the assembly when I went to my class my teachers and all

classmates congratulated me. I was very thankfulto my friend Chetan who had given me

the encouragement to believe in myself. I was on cloud nine. I was really happy when

went back home, I told my mother. She was full of loy. She had tears of happiness in her

eyes. I rang my father telling him the good news. He was also overloyed' I spent that

evening talking to my friends in my housing society. At night my dad returned from his

off ice and we went out for dinner.

My parents told their friends the good news. They were very proud of me and so am I of

myself.

Aditya V. Mehta

IX. A

,':'
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My City

"The Deccan Oueen is a very remarkable city." These words were quoted by Derek 0 Brien, the host of
Bournvita 0uiz contest, on Pune. As the name suggests Pune is the 0ueen ofthe Deccan. I live in Pune.

Pune is located in the heart of Maharashtra. Mumbai lies to its north and Solapur lies to its south. Lonavala,
Khandala and Amby Valley lie north to Pune. Mahabaleshwar lies to its north-east.

Pune is a historic city. lt was the capital of many kingdoms. Therefore it also has a large number of forts. lt
served as a temporary shelterfor Shivaji. lt is also the birth place of Bal Gangadar Tilak.

Pune is very advanced just like other metros. lt is a major station for the Army and the Airforce. The
meteorologicaldepartment is situated in Pune. lt has a very good lT infrastructure, second only to Bangalore. lt is also
an important education center. lt will host The common wealth youth Games in 2009.

Infosys and various other lT companies have been set up in Pune. There are important educational institutes
like the Pune University, Ferguson College, Bishop's, etc. Places like Shaniwanruada have great historical imponance.
0ne fort which has great historical importance is Shinde's Chattri.

What I like about Pune is the greenery and the concern shown by the educated citizens for the city. There are
many NGO's who act like watch dogs and keep the administration on theirtoes.

One of the major reasons why I like Pune is because of its greenery. There are so many trees everywhere. There
are many gardens like Osho garden and Empress garden. Unfortunately Pune is also becoming a victim of pollution
and deforestation. lt is starting to lose its greenery.

Pune is a wonderfulcity and I am proud to be a Punekar.

Utkarsh Gadkari

vilt-B

I live in Pune in Maharashtra. lt is a very clean place. lt has a lot of greenery and is very airy. Pune is also called
the 'Educational Capital of Maharashtra and the "Oxford ofthe East" Pune has many colleges, educational centres and
educational institutions.

Pune also has a lot of traffic. There are many multiplexes like Gold Adlabs, Inox, E-square, Citypride. etc. are the
different multiplexes here. There are a lot of huge shopping malls, for example, Pune Central, Nucleus, Shopper's
Stop, Westside, Dorabjee's etc. Pune is an excellent place to enjoy with friends and family. 0n Mahatma Gandhi
Road, you have great bookstores.

It rains a lot in Pune and it is fun to walk out in shorts and T-shirts canying an umbrella and getting wet. The
people in Pune are very friendly.

In Pune, during winter, the temperature drops greatly at night. lt becomes a necessity to be clad in a lacket and
a thick pair of jeans. lf we get up early in the morning. it is very dark and there is a lot of fog in the air which is a
pleasure to the eyes.

In the summer, it is pretty hot and we have to stay indoors aftertwelve noon or risk getting sunburnt. Summers
in Pune are an ideal time t0 play sport, like basketball or football or go for a swim. I enjoy Pune and have a lot of fun
here especially in the long summer and winter breaks.

Diwali is celebrated with great enthusiasm in Pune. Each and every street is lit up and crackers burst. At night
when we sit in balconies or verandahs, there is a free show of crackers. lt lightsup the whole night. lt is very beautiful
to watch the sky from the warmth of our home.

I love Pune and I really, truly and sincerely hope that this beautif ul city stays as it is.

Karishma Kashikar

vtl
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Pune Thkes A Dip !

The Rains have badly affected Pune this monsoon. While many people are enjoying the rains, some are in a DEEP-DIP

ofthe unwanted floods. 0ver a thousand people have been evacuated from many parts ofthe city.

Flood waters enters Pune though the Khadakvasla, Mulshi and Pavana dams, while rivers like the Mula, Mutha and

Pavana are also a reason forfloods. The Khadakvasla dam was 53,000 cusecs by Saturday, 29th'

No bridges have been closed for traffic but if discharge of water from the Khadakvasla dam increases, worse

conditions may prevail. Moving from place to place has become difficult. The areas which are not affected by floods

have very unleveled roads, resulting in traff ic lams,

Many people have had to shift their homes temporarily or permanently. This monsoon season has turned to be very

dangerous for many lives.

The only thing we can do is protect ourselves from the conditions prevailing and hope for better conditions,

Nausheen Khan

VII. A

The Season of TheYear I Like The Best

The season of the year I always look forward to is the Monsoon season, I like it because after the hot, sultry

days, the first showers of rain cool sdown the surroundings.

The first showers washes off all the dirt and dust. The leaves of the plants and trees and get a new shine' Wild

grass grows everywhere and the surroundings look picturesque. The greenery slowly starts spreading in all

directions.

0n weekends, people go to nearby hill stations and get wet in the waterfalls. Some people simply get wet in the

rain. This is the season where we feel like eating hot food like 'pakodas' and soups.

During the rains people walk about with colourful umbrellas and raincoats. Small children love to splash about

in puddles and make small paper boats and sailthem in the water.

There are several disasters caused by rain also. The roads are full of potholes and water accumulates in them.

Floods also occur and destroy houses in low-lying areas. Schools are sometimes closed because of flood

Though this season causes disasters, I love this season because it brings nature alive.

Sanraksha Mayya
VII- B

Strike when the Iron is hot

Every person in this world is born to present his gifts to the world. But these gifts are wrapped and you need to

open and see them. That means you need to open your heart and read it. This is surely some talent hidden inside

everyperson and everyone gets an opportunity t0 prove themselves. But very few people understand this. Farmers

depend a lot on the weather. A blacksmith has to strike the iron when it is hot. Similarly everything has to be done at a

proper time. We set great goals and big dreams but we lose sight of our deepest values and priorities due to our

laziness. But always remember our greatest mistakes carry our largest lessons. Failure helps us realise who we really

are and what we truly want. There's nothing wrong with making a mistake that's how human beings grow. We are

designed to make mistakes, for mistakes help us to grow. We should'nt keep repeating the same mistakes. Turn a

wound into wisdom. Fear is another obstruction for success in life. You must move through fears.

Never forget this breath taking universe of ours is not only intelligent in its operation, it is also a very friendly

place. lt wants us to be happy. And it wants us to win. You lust need to 'strike when the lron is hot'

Pradnya Dilip Chhoriya
VII- D
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If I were...

l, Barath, have been appointed as the new Municipal Commissioner of this city. I

have been a resident of this city since I was born. I owe everything to this city. Whatever I

am today is because of this city. From my childhood I have seen lot of changes taking place

in and around this city. The places, where once lush green farms existed, now have

become busy streets and residential areas. The population has grown in leaps and bounds,

so has the pollution. Many new schools and colleges have been opened. The airport which

was only a airforce base during my school days has now become an lnternational airport.

About thirty flights take off and land everyday.

Though there have been many changes, there still exist problems which need to be

solved. Today, the major problem faced by the residents of this beautiful city, is the pathetic

condition of the roads in the city. Recently, there was an article in the newspaper. in which

an industrialist said that he felt like Neil Armstrong walking over the craters the moon when

he drives through the roads ol our city. Even I feel the same way and so do the citizens of

this city. I intend to allocate a major part of our city's budget to help repair and re-lay roads

which are in a very precious state. The next problem faced by the citizens is the lack of a

convinent and effective means of transport. Municipal buses do exist but nobody would

like to travel by them considering their poor maintainence. There is no guarantee to

commuters that the buses will not break down. I will see to it that the buses are serviced

properly and ply on time for the convinience of the commuters. I also plan to seek approval

of the State Government to start a Metro rail project in this city following the trend set by

the Delhi Municipality.

The next problem faced by the residents is the inefficiency with which garbage is

collected and disposed off. Sometimes the garbage bins/are not cleared for days together. I

will solve this problem by hiring more vehicles for garbage collection. I will also take the

necessary steps to recycle whatever is possible from the garbage collected, Disposal of

the garbage will be done in an eco-friendly way. I assure the citizens this problem will soon

be solved with little help from them.

I find the root cause of allthese problems is the corruption prevalent in our systems.

The Central Government has passed the right to information Act which allows the people to

acquire any information from Government departments. I request the citizens to use the RTI

act eff iciently to get rrd of corruption I will also open a website where people can log on and

file an application for getting information under this act. This will ensure that process of

getting information will be much easier. The people can also give us their views and

suggestions which if found acceptable will be implemented.

I soon hope allthese problems are sorted out efficiently and as quickly as possible.

The citizens should co-operate with the civic officials and let us know if they find there is

something wrong in their working. I assure the citizens that the conditions will improve

soon. lwill put my my heart and soul into doing so. With some help from the residents of our

city, this place will be a much cleaner and better place to call '0ur City'.
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Soham Sen

IX-A

HoWy and Sail moments.,

"Life is as tedious as a twice told tale" - once said a great man, Just like the climax or
the anticlimax of a story great, memorable things do happen in one's life. These are the
times which makes you feel the way you always want to feel. The experience of these,
flickerfor a second and remains engraved in the mind forever,

This life is just too full of unhappy events, dismay and agony. This is clearly shown in
the lines, "What is this life, if full of care, if we have no time to stand and stare". The times or
the moments when we feel elated are according to me, described here as the time when
we "stand and stare" in this life "full of care".

In my life, the happiest moment was this year's "Prefect Investiture Ceremony"
which took place on Prize Day. lt is hard to justify why I felt so happy. I think it came
naturally. lt sometimes amazes me how one can feel happy in such tense moments. We
had to be conscious of such a lot of things, like the way we walk up, the way we shake
hands, the way we march, etc, The list seems to be endless. But, Still, I feel that the very
inside of my heart was over flowing with happiness.

This year; 2006, in my school, lwas appointed/elected as a'Prefect'. lt is a position of
honour, Our official investiture was to take place during the Prize Day. From the beginning,
we allwere told that we must be extra careful of our behaviour and code of conduct. This
instruction reached its peak during the actual ceremony. we were given new blazers to
wear. We had to march up to the front of the stage and then receive our badges from the
chief guest.

The day came and we arrived in schoolon time. We were seated in a classroom and
when the program started, we lined up outside the door. As our turn came, my chest
started inflating. We marched up to the front of the stage. My head started swelling like a
balloon. As my name was called out, I suddenly found it very difficult to move. My brain
was constantly urging my legs to make an effort but they refused. Then, suddenly like a bolt
of lightning, my legs responded. I was almost so shocked that I decided to take such a
brave step. I was going up to receive my badge.

I cannot properly recall what happened afterwards. Most probably the chief guest
handed me badge and shook hands with me. This was the happiest moment of my life.

The next thing I remember is marching back to the seats reserved for us at the back of
the hall.

It sometimes amazes me. I cannot even properly recall the happiest moment of my
life. But may be this is how it is with such moments.

About one thing I am certain it did change a bit of me. lt was like the young woman s
footsteps in David Swan. Came bouncing, went quietly. But in my case, it was just the
opposite.
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"Parents Always Know Best."

"Parents always know best". This statement is very true. Parents are older than us, They have gone through
what we are still undergoing. They have experienced certain incidents and know what is good and what is bad.
Parents advice us notto do certain things, but do we listen ? The answer is - rarely !

I always felt that parents did not know much more than we did. When they had undergone our phase of life -
teenager phase, there were no i-pods, computers, mobile phones. There was no knowledge of nanotechnology.
Televisions were found only in the houses of rich people. But today, there is advanced Gioengineering, cloning and
space discoveries, something our parents had not even dreamed of.

I always believed that if my parents had experienced something, why could I not go through the same
experience ? lf they have survived, why shouldnt | ? But little had I realized that if they had survived dangerous
incidents, it does not mean that lwillalso.

But one incident changed my subborn personality. lt happened a few months back. My mother always advised
me, not to hurry to school on my cycle. She told me to cross the road carefully. But I would take it in from one ear, and
remove it from the other. One day, lwant to school as usual. lt was eight o'clock. I wore my raincoat, said goodbye to
my mother and shut my ears to her advice.

As I went to the stilt parking, an idea struck me. I unlocked my cycle, sat on the seat and put my watch on stop
watch. I decided to reach school in three minutes. School is half a kilometre from home. At an average speed, it would
take me seven to eight minutes to reach school. But today, I wanted to create a record. I put both my gears on
maximum and began pumping energy into my legs.

I sped down the road, overtaking others. The wind was beating against my face and my raincoat jacket was
ballooning behind me. Suddenly I changed my direction a little to the right, my raincoat hood covered my face. The
wind pushed the hood onto my eyes, blocking my sight. One of my brakes - the back one, was not working. I pressed
the brake as hard as I could.

Unknown to me, a van was behind me. As soon as I braked, the van bumped into the rear tyre, puncturing it and
lwent sprawling across the road, hitting a pole with force. I passed out, my forehead bleeding badly. My mother was
called and I was taken to a doctor. In an houri I regained consciousness. The bleeding had stopped but my forehead
was hurting badly. A bandage was tied around it.

The bandage came off in a week. My motherwastoo shocked forwords. My riskwatch had broken into pieces.

I realized my mistake. Parents always do knowthe best. lf I had listened to my mother, none of this would have
ever happened. The incident shook me. lt took me a long time to recover from the shock. As for the accident, the mark
is stillthere, right near my left eye brow !

Sharang Burda

vilt-B
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"Parents Always Know Best."

It was this time of the year, last year, when the f ollowing incident took place. lt was then, I realized that parents

are correct. This is because they have experience.

I had planned to go for a hike, with all my relatives and friends. My parents were excited about it and also came

along. We had planned to climb Kalsubai, the highest peak in Maharashtra. My shoes fitted me well but my mother

asked me to change them. She thought they were small for me. I did not bother that they were uncomfortable So,

with a packet of Glucose in my pocket and a bottle of water in my pouch, we began to climb.

It is always more difficult to climb up than to come down. We climbed half way and halted for five minutes. lt

took us much effort to reach the peak. Finally we reached the highest peak of Maharashtra. 0n the way down I stafted

feeling uncomfortable and thought that there was something wrong with my toe. I kept this to myself and continued

walking. Soon the pain increased and I thought it as good idea to sit down. I removed my shoes and my toe was red. lt

was the shoe which caused pain. The captain of the team was the last one to pass me and asked me if I needed help.

He asked me to walk down halfway as there was a waterfall where I could rest my toe. We soon reached there. The

team halted for some time and I rushed to the waterfall. The captain soon came to me and gave me a plastic bag. I

wondered what was there inside and opened it curiously. There were the pair of shoes which my mother had given

the captain.

I was so happy that I wished like hugging my mother at that moment. The captain gave me some cotton wool to

put between my toes. Then I wore my shoes and I was comfortable now. I walked fast and ran along the rice

plantations. I was the second one to reach the tent where my parents were sitting and having tea. The first thing I did

was to give my mother a warm hug. She had a smile on her face.

This is when I realized that parents know best. They have gone through such situations and know how to

handle them. My father says that what they tell us is for our benefit because they always wish the best for us. lt is

certainlV true, as I learned from this incident.

Radhika Oza

vlil-B
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I BELIEVE...

POLLUTION . THE HAZARD TO OUR ECO SYSTEM

Bishop's Co-Ed. School, Kalyani Nagar

As a student certain questions erupt in my mind at times. For instance, why are there so many children in my

class suffering from asthma? 0n my way to the school, why do I see so much of dirt on the roads? Why do the eyes of

my teacher become red and start watering when we open the windows of our class? Why do people traveling by

two- wheelers tie a cloth around their mouth? As I grew up, I have realized that most surprisingly, there is only one

answer to all these numerous questions - Pollution !! Pollution - familiar with the term? lt is a growing threat to our

ecosystem, but in order o dealwith it, we need to know about it, so let's go into the very history of pollution. This nine

letterword is tougher and more complex than it looksl

The word pollution is derived from the Latin word "pullure" which means to soil or defile, Pollution has been

around for a long time - in fact for as long as humans have been around. But for thousands of years it was not such a

pressing and urgent issue as it is now. Reason being, in the past most of the wastes from human activities could be

handled by the Earth's natural systems. This was because most of the things thrown away were made of natural

materials. That meant that they would decompose easily. Also, there were fewer people around so that waste that

was created was not much as compared to now. Pollution started taking it's toll when factories sprang up and started

throwing their waste into the air, into the water and onto the land; also when transportation was revolutionized with
the invention of the internal combustion engine and steam engine which burned fossilfuels and created air pollution.

Combined the ever-exploding pollution and ever-increasing consumption, pollution has become a threat to the fragile

life - support systems of the Earth. I guess with so many reasons supporting the existence of pollution, it really has

taken the upper hand on man.

A question often arises in our mind on the mention if this topic - "What causes pollution?" Pollution is caused by

pollutants which are solid, liquid or gaseous. Pollution takes place in the form of emission of excess noise, heat or

radiation. Much of the natural pollution (eg.from a volcano eruption) is generally diluted, dispersed or rendered

harmless by natural activities, occurs over a small area and the pollutant become concentrated in the air, water or

soil. Some pollutants came from a single identifiable source such as the chimney of a factory, or the drainage pipe of a

mill, or the exhaust pipe of a vehicle. These are described as point sources. In the cases of other pollution, the original

source us not so easy to identify. These are called non - point sources of pollution. The pollutants mingle with the air or

water and are often dispersed far and wide. The control of this kind of pollution is difficult as the original source if often

difficult as the original source if often difficult to pin point. Degradable pollutants can be broken down or reduced to

acceptable levels by certain processes. Non - degradable substances cannot be broken down through natural

processes. Eg. D0T. We should be careful not to use much of these since they are harmful for the environment. Slowly

degradable substances / pollutants take time to degrade. Eg. Plastics. They have a long lasting and far -reaching

effect on our envir0nment. Many atmospheric pollutants interact with other compounds in the atmosphere and in the

presence of certain catalysts and capable of creating considerable havoc. One suqh example is of chlorofluro -

carbons(CFC's). They are used in refrigerators, deodorants, air conditioners, plastic foams etc. as pressurizing

agents. In refrigerators, the CFC's are released in the atmosphere only when it is taken apart or during repair. lnstead

of releasing CFC's continuously into the air, we should keep changing our fridge after every 5 years. When I buy

myself a deodorant, instead of picking out anyone I might as well pick a CFC free one, since some do contain CFC.

Now let's talk about the types of pollution, sources of pollution and the effects of pollution. Pollution can affect

the very survival of our planet as it's effect are felt supporting systems if the Earth - air, water, soil, flora and fauna. Air

may get polluted by natural causes such as volcanic activity, which real eases ash, dust, sulphur compounds etc.
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Pollutants in the air may be in the form of solid particles or gases. The solid particles that remain suspended in the air

are called suspended particulates. They may reduce visibility or damage human health. There are several types of

gaseous pollutants which have different impacts on human health and the environment. Two main sources are

vehicular emissions and industrial processes. In the last few decades, the number of motorized two- wheelers in

lndia has increased by 561 percent. Due to which the fossil fuels, which they run on, is being burnt which leads to the

release of a number of polluting gases into the atmosphere. They have ill effects on human health, on vegetation and

materials.

There is a massive role played by the industries in pollution. The problem of industrial revolution is very serious,

indeed. India is the tenth most industrialized nation of the world. Our rivers, land, air, water - everything is polluted.

The pollution is from various sources of which industries are major contributors. Increased industrial activity since

the industrial revolution is one of the main causes of air pollution.

There is an increase in the pollutants discharged by industries. The emissions from these contain not only smoke

and soot, but other paniculate as well as gaseous pollutants which have serious consequences on us and our flora

and fauna. The use of coal in thermal power stations has led to the increase in air pollutants such as various oxides of

carbon, sulphur and nitrogen. Air pollution due to industrial emissions can be reduced using specific control

packages, which would involve changing the processes leading to the production of lesser pollutants. Anotherway is

the increase in the height of chimneys in the factories for better dispersion and diffusion. The oxides of sulphur and

nitrogen emitted from industries combine with water vapour in the air to form compounds which descend to earth in

wet form as acid rain. lt can damage the foliage of trees and weaken them. lt can cause damage to buildings also. The

Taj Mahal, one of the world's most famous monuments, is under threat from the damaging effects of air pollution.

There have been accidents experienced due to air pollution. 0ne such horrifying accident took place in Bhopal in 1 984

when a deadly chemical, leaked from the storage tank of a factory. This resulted the killings of hundreds and it left

tens of thousands with serious health problems. Carbon - di - oxide levels in the atmosphere have greatly increased

during the last 150 years due to deforestation. So, please remember, if you cut two trees, plant four, this way it will

balance nature.

Water pollution may be defined as the introduction into a water body of substances of such character and in

such quantity that the natural quality of the water body is altered to a great extent. A very living example of this fact is

the river Ganga. People keep littering it with all sort of alien substances. How is the bath in the river Ganga supposed

to be pure if it itself is so dirty? Disease -causing agents which include bacteria's, viruses, protozoa and animal

wastes. They are the sewage and animal wastes. They are the biggest cause of water -borne diseases. The main

sources of water pollution are wastes disposed from human settlements, industries, agriculture run - off and also

naturalsources life additionalto water bodies of soil, plant and animaldebris after a heavy downpour. The waste from

urban areas is usually drained into water bodies from which drinking water supply is taken. ldeally, this sewage

should be treated before bring drained into the water. Untreated sewage mixed with water sources introduces many

diseases causing organisms into the water body, When this is the source of drinking water, this may cause serious

health problems, some even fatal. Eg - cholera, jaundice, typhoid. lndustries use water for many purposes.

Sometimes water may be a by - product of the industrial process. Effluents released by industries may directly or

indirectly reach water bodies. Major water polluting industries in India include leather, pulp and paper, textiles and

chemicals. The risk to environment and human health from these industries is mainly due to the methods of the

disposal of their wastes. With ever - growing demand to increase in the use of artificial fertilizers and pesticides to

increase crop production. The chemicals in fertilizers ad pesticides pollute soil and water, and effect animals and

humans. Some of the pesticides which have been proved to be hazardous, like DDT, are banned in countries like

U.S.A. But these account lor 75o/o of the pesticide use in India, even though they are banned. They are mainly used

because they are cheap. They are proven carcinogens (cancer causing). lt is fair to put people's lives in danger just

because you are saving some money.
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Our Views
Child Lahour

Child Labour means "making a child below eighteen years to work".

It is a deemed word. lt is renounced allovertheWorld and by lawthere is punishmentforthose who employ children.

Those who employ children are criminals by law. They save money as the children are paid fairly lesser the wage than

adults who are employed for that work. Besides, children are made to work for longer hours than adults as they are

too smallto knowthe laws pertaining to work.

Children are like flowering buds. They should be helped to bloom. In the age which they should be nourished with

care, they are stressed down by the toture of work. In fact, while literacy is fast progressing, they should be educated

so that they can take care of themselves and society and be happy. Education will lead them to better lobs and hence

better living. Govertment is helping them with free education. They should take advantage of this facility to build a

better house forthemselves, a better society around themselves and a better country in the World.

By Jafar Payandeh.

Class:Vlll-A.

Amendments to the Right to Information Act

The Right to Information Act a major breakthrough for eradicating corruption and bribery from the blood of the lndian

people. According to the act any citizen can ask and inquire about any policy, expenditure of allocated funds, working

and other information relating to any Government, Government-Aided and Public Sector organizations. But the UPA

government at the centre, which had initially passed thrs act, has decided to dilute the act by keeping away from
public reach file notings. Whenever any proposal is to be approved it has to go through a hierarchy of ofiicers ranging

from clerks to the secretary. Each person expresses his opinions and concerns making notings in the file itself, which

are known as file notings. According to sections zlfl,2(t and 2(j) of the RTI act a citizen has the right of access to any

file of which file notings are an integral part.

The minister concerned can overrule the lile notings made by beureaucrats and other officials and go ahead and carry

out what they want. lt is a well-known fact that any decision taken and postings and appointments in the Government

are done mainly on the basis of patronage and influence, lf the file notings are made public, all this corruption would

come to light and the ministers and buereaucrats concerned may face a risk of losing their post and dignity. The

government does not want to give up its privileges and wants to continue functioning the way they are doing so now,

secretively and arbitrarily. Beureaucrats also feeltheir comments on deals, agreements, postings and appointments

may get exposed to the public and they would lose their liberty to write what they want and may be penalized for it.

Thus the government wants to dilute the act in orderto protect its corrupt ministers and beureaucrats.

I feelthat the government should not proceed any further in diluting the Right to Information act and put away from

the reach of the common citizens the file notings. I feel any corruption can only be detected through these notings. ln

doing so the government cuts away an important limb of this path-breaking act and is covering up for the corrupt

ministers and beureaucrats. Thus I strongly oppose this move of the Centralgovernment.
Bharat R.

IX-A
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My Wew on the Right to Information Act

In my opinion the right to information act is a leap in the right direction. lt gives the public the power to access,
inspect, takes notes of records, documents, memos, e-mails, opinions, advices, press releases, circulars, orders,
logbooks, contracts, reports, papers, samples and for data material held in any electronic form if used judiciously,

right to information can become a major tool in curbing corruption by making the systems transparent and removing
the red-tapism from Indian bureaucracy. This act can be used as a stepping-stone to create a free, frank, easily

accessible system which is the foundation of democratic set up, like ours.

Chandni Prasad

IX-A

The Right to Information Act

In a democratic country like ours, the right to information Act is one of the most powerful weapon one could
have. lt gives common people an insight into where our money is spent. lt removes the opaque dust enveloping
government transactions. lt is also a very powerful weapon against corruption. lt removes the concept of the
"middle-man." lt is the best defence against bribes. The Right to information act equips us with the power to ask
questions. Any attempts to the removal of this should be discouraged if not stopped totally. ln fact, it should be

transformed into a democratic right.

Soham Sen

The Right to infornation Act, 2005

The right to information act {RTl} is a part of our fundamental rights. Under article 19(1}, the constitution lays
down that - "Every citizen has the freedom of speech and expression." But, how can one speak unless he/she knows
? Thus, RTI is embedded in article 1 9(1 ).

India is a democracy where the citizens are the masters. Thus, they have a right to know how the
Governments, meant to serve them, are functioning. Further, every citizen pays taxes. Evcn a beggar on the street
pays taxes in the form of sales tax, excise duty, etc. when buying certain things like food etc. The citizens, therefore,
havc a rightto know howtheir money is/was being spent. As perthe RTlAct, citizens are empowered to.

Ask any questions from Government or seed any information.

Take copies of any Government document.

Inspect any Government documents orworks.

Take samples of materials of any Government works like materials used in construction of bridges, roads,
dams, etc. bythe Government.

These are essentialfor citizens to have check on quality of job as well as corruption.

The RTI Act over rides all existing Acts including official secrets Act. This is essential for the people. The Public
Information officer cannot refuse any information under the RTI Act. To get any information, we have to file our
application to PTO Thus, RTI Act is an important Act which has been implemented as it give us the right to
question the authorities and check corruption.

1l

2l

3l

4l

5I

Arnab Kumar Mahanty.
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ROMANS AND THE SPACE SHUTTLE

Interesting isnt it!!!!!... The Romans had a hand in the Space Shuttle Challenge/s explosion. An interesting
piece of tidbit lfound during my sur{ing sojourns.

"The US Standard railroad gauge (distance between the rails) is 4 feet, 8.5 inches. That seems to be an
exceedingly odd number. Why was that gauge used? Because that's the way they built them in England, and English
expatriates built the US railroads.

Why did the English people build them like that? Because the first rail lines were built by the same people who
built the pre-railroad tramways, and that's the gauge they used. Why did "they" use that gauge then? Because the
people who built the tramways used the same tools that they used for building wagons, which used that wheel
spacing.

Okay then, why did the wagons use that odd wheel spacing? Well, if they tried to use any other spacing the
wagons would break on some of the old, long distance roads, because that's the spacing of the old wheel ruts. So
who built these old rutted roads? The f irst long distance roads in Europe were built by lmperial Rome for the benefit of
their legions. The roads have been used ever since. And the ruts? The initial ruts, which everyone else had to match
for fear of destroying their wagons, were first made by Roman war chariots. Since the chariots were made for (or by)
lmperial Rome they were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing. Thus, we have the answer t0 the original question.
The United States'standard railroad gauge of 4 feet, 8.5 inches derives from the original specification for an lmperial
Roman army war chariot. Specs and Bureaucracies live forever. So, the next time you are handed a specification and
wonder what Horse's Ass came up with it, you may be exactly right. Because the lmperial Boman chariots were
made to be just wide enough to accommodate the back ends of two war horses.

Now the twist to the story...... The relation between railroad gauges and horses' behinds. When you see a

Space Shuttle sitting on the launch pad, there are two big booster rockets attached to the sides of the main fuel tank.
These are the Solid Rocket Boosters, or SRBs. Thiokol makes the SRBs at a factory in Utah. The engineers who
designed the SBBs might have prefened to make them a bit fatter, but the SRBs had to be shipped by train from the
factory to the launch site. The railroad line to the factory runs through a tunnel in the mountains. The SRBs had to fit
through that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than a railroad track, and the railroad track is about as wide as two
horses' behinds. So a malor design feature of what is arguably the world's most advanced transportation system was
determined by the width of a Roman horse's ass. This SRB requirement meant the booster needed seams for launch
area assembly, the same seams that were a major contributing factor in the Challenger explosion."

Abhishek Singh Tomar

vilt-B
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It has become a routine to read the new regarding mid-

21 crashes, The worst accidents are that the fighter pilots do

not even get a chance to bail out which facilities allthe fighter

planes have. That's why it is also called the 'flying coffin'.

Recently we lost a qualified flying instructor. This plane

crashed neat tezpur. lt was piloted by squadron leader Ram.

Each pilot costs to IAF Rs 44 crore and a MIG Costs about Rs.

100 crore. Why are we playing with the lives of the fighter

pilots by farcing them to fly obselute aircrafts is not

understood.

The loss of more than 900 crore to the exchequar for the

crash of figher planes of Indian Airforce (lAF). According to

provisional estimates no pilots were killed in crashes, which

involved as many as 68 Migs, Mirage 2000, Mig 29S, deep

penetration Taquars Ml-l7 and Ml-18 attack helicopters and

AN-32 transportors.

List of some of the major crashes -

LA.F. has lost about 135 Migs -

1. April 04 2003 Halwara

2. April 25 2000 Patiala

3. June 05 1 996 Jodhpur

4. February 17 1998, Kargil

5. September 19 1992 Adampur

6. November 22 1987 Una

7. November 28 1983 TilpatRange

8. 0ctober 01 1993, Halwara

Main Causes of Crashes

1. Use offake parts bythe government.

2. The Mig's are serving us from 1993 and the fuselage of

these planes are about 50 years old and these planes

need to charge.

3. Pilot error - The third problem is pilot error and poor

quality of intake

4. Poor Maintenance - The root cause ofthese crashes are

bad maintanence and "Substandard uncertified" spares

to the force. Therefore all the crashes are because of

technicalflaws, pilot errors and maintenance lapses.

The MIG is a very good figther plane and has served us

from 1963. But now it has become a threat to human life

and it needs to be banned.

Anuj Pant

vlil-c

Mig - 21, 'The Flying Coffin' - Takes off
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Career Conscious

I love cricket and I am crazy about it like other Indians. I

aspire to become a cricketer like many others. But as I

shared this fact with my father, a common person with
great understanding he tried to reveal the other side of
the coin. Inspite of India being such a huge country
with vast population, it still cannot produce the
ultimate 1 1 . lts because our selection system does not
rely on talent but on regional obligations. There has to
be one person atleast from each state or a territory.
Then whether that person is talented or not, if he has
influential connections, he is selected. Also if the
person is financially very sound, then at once he is

selected on the basis of his bank balance. I was very
upset with this kind of C0RBUPTION. So I dropped the
idea of being a cricketer.

Then I some how managed to choose a career in MPSC

field. So one of my cousins whom I admire for his
intelligence told me that, he had just appeared for the
MPSC exams. He was expecting his results within
three months from his attempt. But today two years
have passed but the results are not yet out and it is
heard from the sources that the results may not even

be declared. This is an act of BUREAUCRATIC

NEGLIGENCE. A system does not function on these
terms. There has to be a commitment on the part of
Government, lt's a loss on the students part, Some
students have been studying for years together for this
exam and their efforts are in vain. So I got a bit
apprehensive and lost hope on the second idea

is a bill being fonruarded which is not yet passed but in

the passing stage. The bill states that the reservatton
be increased from 51 percent to 67 percent. For

example : if there are five thousand students
attempting the MAHABASHTRA C0MM0N
ENTRANCE EXAMINATI0N, only three thousand
students clear, Then for 100 seats in a college only 33
seats from general category are selected. And 67 seats
from reserved categories are selected as per the new
proposed bill. As I am an average student, keeping this
fact in mind I have no hopes to be selected among

those lucky 33 students. This shows the spirit of
equality among the proposers of such a bill. So
whatever the preamble suggests or the constitution
states about equality, politics has killed it for all its
profits and gains. Relying on this rigid system is no
good mans deal.

''INDIA MUST BE THE ONLY COUNTBY IN THE WORLD

WHERE PEOPLE FIGHTTO BE CALLED BACKWARD''

OUOTED 8Y....

MB NARAYAN MURTHY,
(cHAtRMAN, tNFoSYS)

This is just an overview of the svstem where
everyone is helpless.

Yash Kankaria

VII. D
So ultimately I have decided to become a D0CT0R and
this time my uncle who is a lawyer explained that there
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AWllage Boy

India is a country in which 80% of the population lives in villages. Most people think, rural life is simpler than

urban life. Even today, there are villages in our country which are isolated from the rest of the world, since there are

no proper roads or electricity.
Mohan, a village boy, lived in such a village which was situated in a very remote part of our country. The village

was a small one with a population of about one thousand people. There are neither proper roads nor electricity in this

village even after 55 years of independence. lt is located in the extreme south of Jarkhand and is full of natural

beauty. lt is surrounded by hills, lakes and many swift - flowing rivers. The nearest city to this village is Tatanagar

which is about 40kms away. lt takes about one and a half hours to get t0 the city by private vehicles. lt is about 8

kms. away from the main road and public transports is seldom and inegular.

It dates back to 1967. Mohan was just a boy in Class seven. At that time, a board exam took place even at Class

seven for high school studies. He was a very determined boy. He studied very hard and stood first in the district. His

parents were very happy and very proud of their son. They wanted him to be admitted to a high school for further

studies. There was no high school, neither in their village nor in the neighbouring villages. Thus, they were in a

difficult situation. Their financial condition too was not good since his father was a poor Indian farmer. lt was to his

good luck that Mohan received a scholarship. 0nce, the principal of Sakchi High School had visited the village for

some village development programme. He met Mohan and was quite impressed by his results. He agreed to admit

him in his school and provide free education, including expenses for books and stationery etc. Mohan had never

visited a city and had no idea about Tatanagar. He reached Tatanagar along with his principal and headed straight for

his brother's house with only a map to guide and some money which he had been given by his father. 0n reaching his

brother's house, he was warmly welcomed. His brother was surprised to see him, as he had arrived without

informing him and had come alone. He was even more astonished to hear about Mohan's admission.

Next morning, Mohan got up early and got ready to go to school. His brother gave him directions and gave him a

sketch which showed the way to the school. He was quite confident that he would reach the school but asked many

people on the way, out of curiosity.

He was even worried that he may be misled by the people as it usually occurs in big cities. lt was a new place

with people different villagers. The language was also quite different from the one he knew. He was wondering how

he would overcome all these obstacles. His self - confidence and behaviour, helped him learn the language and

adlust with the people.

0n reachrng his school he was very happy to make new friends, meet new teachers and was very impressed by

the building as it seemed to be a dream school to him. All the boys and girls encircled him and stared, due to his

simplicity in dress, looks and behaviour. One of them took him to the Principal. He was introduced to allteachers. He

completed allformalities for admission and he was then taken to his class. The first class was Mathematics. A profit

and loss sum was given by the teacher to be solved on the board. None of the students came forward except Mohan.

It was quite a difficult sum but Mohan solved it quite easily. All the students as well as his teacher were surprised

and praised him for it. He continued performing excellently throughout the year and stood first at the final exams. He

performed wellthroughout and secured 7*n rank in the state in class twelve. Mohan was awarded the National Merit

Scholarship. He also stood first in the Ranchi University.

He was aspiring to become an engineer but was forced to take B.Sc. due to financial constraint. "Where there is a

will, there is a way". He is a believer in God. At that time, the J. P Movement started in Bihar and colleagues were

closed. Mohan got a chance to prepare for the entrance examination. He got full cooperation and support from the

Principal of his school, He successful in the exam and took admission in LT - B.H.V in Benaras. He did well in

engineering and got a job just after passing out. He changed his jobs frequently with higher responsibility and

authority and of course with an increasing salary. Today, he is leading a marketing team of a thousand crores

company, which is highly reputed for its products. lt is the largest company of its kind in India.

This shows, a boy having knowledge, determination, confidence and good behaviour and discipline can reach up

to any level from anywhere in the world. A boy like Mohan is a source of encouragement for the youth of rural India.

He is a standing example of determination and courage' 
Arnab Kumar Mohanty

vilt-c
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Corruption

Our society is seeped in corruption and according t0 statistics stands second in the world for corruption. What
is conuption ? lt is illegally taking of money to do a job or the giving of speed money to get a job done.

Corruption can be seen at its glory in government departments where the scope increase proportionetly with
the number of rules and regulations. Corrupt officials ask for bribes to release licenses, quotus, visas - to reduce the
excise, octroi, penalty etc. colleges and schools too have started talking unaccounted 'donations'to give admissions.
Some teachers too are known to take bribes to pass the students. lt is indeed shameful as these institutions are

supposed to be temples of learning.

Why is India one of the most corrupt countries in the world ? lf we try to trace the origin, it will be in our
sociological set up, When we have evils like dowry system, a daughte/s father will try his utmost to get his hands on
whatever he can, to be able to get the girl married if he cannot do so in his meagre income. Everyone wants to keep up
with the 'Jones' and in this trat race all ethics and morals are forgotten.

The Tehelka.com tapes have broughtfresh evidence against the conupt ministers of our country.

Corruption is rife in every strata of society, and it is this, which is sapping us of our strength as a nation like a

termitefrom within.

Himanshu Sharma

vil-c

My Fauourite Game

Sports and games are very necessary for our physical development. 0ur bodies requires physical development
along with mental development. Sports make our bodies fit and strong. There are various games played all over the
world. Some are indoor games and some are outdoor games. Cricket, football, hockey and badminton come in the
outdoor games category but games such as carrum, ludo and snakes and ladders come in the indoor games category.
I like many games but myfavourite sport is cricket.

Cricket is an outdoor game. lt is an interesting game played with eleven players in each team. The two most
important equipment in cricket are bat and ball. Cricket is an international game. Many countries of the world play

cricket. Among them, Australia, India, Srilanka, England and Pakistan are the best cricket playing nations of the
world. Championships are held during the course of a year. lt may be the Natwest series, the ashes series and the
world fun. The world cup is held once every four years and the team winning this championship is ranked number
one. The first two world cups were held in U.K. and West Indies won the championship both the times. lt was in

nineteen-eighty three, that lndia won the World Cup. lt was unbelievable. India had defeated the World champions,
West Indies. After that India has never won World Cup. lt is Australia who won the World Cup three times after that
and proved itself to be the best. The third time when Australia won the World Cup, the team they defeated was India.

India put up a fight but were ultimately defeated by the Australians. Australia put on a good showthat evening.

I like playing Cricket because it teaches me discipline. Anyone who breaks the rules of cricket while playing is
punished. lt is my dream to playfor the Indian cricket team in future.

Siddharth Shekhar

VII. B
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What I would do if I were rich

Most of us wish to be rich so that we can buy whatever we want and don't have to ask for permission from our

parents or elders.

lf I were rich I would do lots of shopping, buy a bungalow for my mother, buy toys for my sister and dresses

(especially saries) for my grandmother I would donate a little money to the orphanages and give one tenth of my

money to the church. For myself, I would buy lots of clothes, shoes and visit Disney land.

lf I were rich, it would be a great thing, for me as I would make many peoples dreams come true.

0livia Magdaline

vil-c

TheValue of Parents

When we are born in this wide world, did we know anything about it ? No Parents are the ones who have taught us

about the world. They are like God on this earth and are very precious. They helped us to take our first step on this

earth. We should all love our parents. God made our parents because God couldnot be at each and every place. We

see people ill treating their parents. They put their parents in the Old Age Homes as they cannot take care of them.

WHY D0 THEY D0 S0 ? We oughtto love our parents, respect them and value them. REMEMBER WHAT Y0U S0W...

SO SHALLYOU REAP

God Bless

SaumilSharma
vilt-B

Saue The Tiger

The Tiger is becoming an extinct species today and has become a symbol every where for conservation. Today

sadly, there are more tigers in captivity than exist in the wild.

The BALI TIGER had already become extinct sin '1940 s. The CASPIAN TIGER has also become extinct since the

early 1970's. The JAVAN TIGER has also become extinct since th early 1980's Now, there are only 200-400 SIBERIAN

TIGERS left in the wild and according to statistics released in 2004 there are only 1576 BENGAL and lND0 CHINESE

TIGERS on the 27 wildlife reserves in the 1 1 states in Inda. INDIA has the largest wild population of tigers. The other

tigers found in different parts of Asia arethe S0MATRAN TIGER S0UTH CHINATIGER.

FOR MEDICINE TRADE - No part of the tigers body goes unused. For this species is still widely hunted

throughout its range. lt is also used for the fur trade. There are many Asian beliefs which are wrong due to which they

are hunted.

Sneha Ahiya
VI- D

Protect Yourself

A helmet is a protective shield, a type of a hard hat worn to protect the head. This piece of safety is very

essential for our city. ln our city Pune, there are many people who are not aware of the rules and regulations. Those

who already know these rules, do not obey and follow them. Two wheeler riders in Pune frequently break traffic rules

like jumping signals, over taking from the left hand side, cutting lanes, over speeding. Two wheelers are prone t0

accidents due to bad road conditions (slippery roads and pot holes) and poor maintanence of the vehicle. This is

when the helmet comes in handy for us to use. Thus we conclude that the helmet should be compulsory for all the

citizens of Pune.

Sagar Mehta
vilt-c
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70% of pollution of the oceans has its source in human activities on land. Plastics are thrown along the beaches

by visitors. 0r they many reach there from garbage dumping into the seas. The waste from the ships many also

contain plastic. plastic does not break down or decompose. Fishes and turtles suffocate from plastic they have

swallowed, mistaking it for something edible. Many marine animals die due to this very reason. Pollution due to oil

spills arising from accidents and leakages has already adversely affected the marine life. The other pollution threat to

marine life is from nuclear waste dumping. The consequences are seen in the decreasing number of fish stocks in the

world. Land gets polluted due to contamination by chemicals, particulates are solid wastes' A very live example are

the streets of any state nowadays. They are loaded with generates. 1,500 to 1,600 tonnes of garbage per day. The

problem is that there is no land to dump the waste. As a result it has to be carried long distances, thereby spilling

garbage everywhere en route.

At last friends, I would lust like to say that there may be 200 or 2000 precautions we can take against pollution.

But untiland unless it doesn't come from the heart, it's of no use. Carry a cloth bag instead of plastic, walk instead of

driving your scooter, what difference does it make. Remember friends, you have not created this magnificent world,

then what right do you have to destroy it? lf pollution continues to stay then mankind will have to bid goodbye. So let's

try and make our planet clean and green. And don't you want to feel good, when 60 years down the line; your

grandson turns around and tells you. "When my grandmother / father were a class - B students, pollution was up to

the brim but they united and fought against it. Remember by improving our present, we secure our future.

Meher Legha

vlll-A
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Sohan Amarnani

IXB

LEADERSHIP

Respected Principal, Headmistresses, Teachers and Friends. Today, I will be talking about
leadership. To me, leadership means taking responsibility, risks and most importantly
doing the right thing. I think that the four major qualities of a leader are making peace, being
fair, being caring and being positive.

Even in school, leadership can be displayed in many different ways. From helping others
with schoolwork, taking risks to do the right thing, even listening carefully or standing in
front of your classmates to communicate your thoughts can show "leadership". Leaders
show courage, when we fight with our friend or our siblings and have the courage to
apologize and ask for forgiveness, we display traits required to be a good leader. They keep
a goal in mind and accomplish things through hard work, fair play and teamwork.

How can I be a good leader? This is a question that often comes to our mind. A good
followertoday is the one who often becomes a good leadertomorrow. when I see my good
friend picking 0n a new boy who has joined the class and I have the courage to tell him to
stop, when I can truly be brave and admit the mistakes I have made and when I have the
self-control to follow rules then I can be a good leader.

It is said that leadership is born within us but lfeelwe can acquire it by associating with the
people who have become great leaders. I would like to quote the example of Hitler who
was a great leader but not a good person, so he is not a good example to emulate. I would
like to be like J. R. D Tata who is the founder of the TATA industries. He was a great leader
because he set up a mammoth business empire from scratch. He was also a great
philanthropist and thinker whose service to his industry and country will be remembered
for generations to come.

willingness to work hard, coupled with ability to gather people around us who are goal
oriented makes good leaders. lf we look towards the future and identify the needs in the
world and create a pattern in our life such that it will solve existing problems someday we
willbe leaders.

Thank you.
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Romana D'souza

IXB

ACCOUNTABILITY

Today I am here to talk about an issue that has become a burning topic of this era. lt

is an issue upon which none of us can be ambivalent. Whether it is the right to information

act, potholes in Pune, bomb blasts rn Mumbai or poorly managed llood situations; it boils

down to one issue-accountability. Respected principal, headmistresses, teachers and my

dear friends, today I shall be speaking about accountability. The dictionary defines

accountability as responsibilityfor one's actions and expectations to explain them.

However, accountability is difficult to comprehend. Accountability is something

intangible. We all can feel it in our hearts but it is difficult to measure it. I would like to

explain it using an example, We elect our representatives to the House of Parliament and

we all know that they have a charter of duty towards the nation. They must ensure the

country's defense is in safe hands and the people living in the country enloy allthe basic

rights granted to them by the Constitution. But at the end of their five-year term do we hold

them accountable for what they should have done? Do we ensure that the money collected

from the public goes towards public good and does not end up in the pockets of conupt

politicians and bureaucrats? Do we reward or penalize them in accordance to whetherthey

fulf ill their duties or not. And that is what accountability is all about.

It is not only public servants who are accountable. Accountability and responsibility are

closely linked. Each one of us is responsible for the decisions we take. lt is only when we

ensure that we are responsible for our own actions and can be held accountable for it, then

we can be responsible for others.

Nobody likes to be held accountable incase his duty has not been fulfilled. Many people

think accountability is a blame game and like to respond by saying "it's not my fault". Let

me quote from the discussion NDTV had on Saturday. When Mr. Perriera, the retired joint

commissioner of police was asked why the police should not be taken to task for the

deteriorating law and order situation in Mumbai he quickly turned around and blamed the

government in power for the poor policies. Mr. Ashwini Kumar, a minister who was

representing the government in power promptly said it was the previous government and

its allies who were responsible forthe pathetic situation'

I think accountability is seizing what is in front of you, exerting choice and taking control' lt

means creating what you want through personal choices. lt is looking towards a long-term

goal and not always at what is easy and provides immediate satislaction. We are not only

responsrble for our actions but also for the final result. lf we do not like the way our country

is governed then it is our responsibility to ensure that we have people in power that can be

held accountable for we too are accountable to our future generations for the plight of our

c0unuy.

Let me end with two quotes. One is by Molliere who says that, "it is not only what we do

but also what we do not do for which we are accountable"'

Catherine Pulsifer, I think, says it the best. She says, "You are accountable for your actions,

your decisions, your life, no one else butyou"'

And I feel that it is not life that is accountable to us but us who are accountable to life.

Thank you.
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RESPONSIBILITY

It is the quality by which a person, a group, a society or
a nation discharges its duties and obligations towards
oneself, others and humanity as a whole. But we often
think of responsibility as an ugly word. We all want
authority, but not the burden that goes along with it. We
all want to eat the fruit, but none of us want to proon the
tree or weed the garden. And well, the fruit, if we do not
take care of the garden, is not likely to be very sweet, is

it? I am a student and my personal responsibility
includes acknowledging that I am solely responsible for
the choices I make and that I have to choose the
direction of my life. I am responsible for what I feel,
think and do. I cannot blame everything on someone
else. My sense of duty tells me that with right that I

enjoy comes a responsibility and obligation. I cannot
feelsorryforthe bad deal I have been given in life. lmust
take an honest inventory of my strengths, abilities and
talents. I must let go blame and anger, and work out any
anger and pessimism lfeel in a positive way. 1 must
recognize that I am my best cheerleader.

As a member of my school, my social responsibility is
to ensure that I follow the rules of the school, treat
everyone with courtesy and kindness, but, what if I

observe another member of my school either
vandalizing school propefi or littering the school? ls it
not true that we believe we should not sneak to the
authority, but would I not then betray my social
responsibility. A responsible person must often choose
the right thing to do, not the popular one.

As an Indian, my heart must be filled with patriotic
ferver. I cannot always point the finger of blame at
politicians and bureaucrats, because I must remember
that when I point a finger at someone, three point right
back at me. lf we want to change this country and make
a better place, each one of us should recognize that we
alone could do so. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru once called
our nation 'the golden bird'. More of us should join the
lPS, civil services and the armed forces to understand
our responsibility towards the country and to change
corrupt practices. I will now leave you with a poem
which expresses eloquently what I have to say :

THE OYSTER

There was once an oyster
Whose story ltell,
Who found that some sand

Had gone into his shell.

It was only a grain,

But it gave him a great pain,

For oysters have feelings

Although they are so plain.

Now did he berate

The harsh workings of fate
That had brought him

To such a deplorable state?

Did he curse at the government,

Cry for election,

And claim that the sea should

Have given him protection?

No - he said to himself
As he lay on a shell,

Since I cannot remove it.
I shall try to improve it.
Now the years have rolled around,
As the years always do,

And he came to his ultimate
Destiny - stew.
And the small grain of sand That had bothered him so
Was a beautiful pearl All richly aglow. Now the tale
has a morale; For isn't it grand What an oyster can do
With a morsel of sand
What couldn't we do lf we'd only begin With some of
the things That get under our skin.

Friends lets take responsibility for our thoughts words
and deeds

Thank you

Varun Pisolkar
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IX. A

SPORTSMANSHIP

sportsmanship is an honourable quality that desires to be courteous, fair and
respectful, observing the letter and spirit of the rules and showing consideration for
opponents.

Recently sportsmanship is a topic which is under much scrutiny because of the
Inzamam-Ul-Haq and Darrel Hair controversy, 8y refusing to accept the verdict given by
Hair and worse still by refusing to come out to play after tea, Inzamam was accused of
bringing the fair game of cricket to dispute. Whether or not Hair's decision is fair can be
argued, but good sportsmanship dictates that one not challenge the decision of the umpire
and the position he represents.

Whether we like it or not sportsmanship is a direct reflection of ethics in real life. What
we project ourselves as person is a product of our character. Good sportsmanship likewise
is not iust what we do on the field but is the way we conduct ourselves on the field and off
the field. lt would not be exaggeration to state that unfair, dishonest and disrespectful
behaviour on the field will almost always translate to our business dealings, our treatment
of others and ourfamily.

There is another aspect to developing sportsmanship which is often forgotten when
we take winning out of perspective. lt is important to succeed, however when young
students and atheletes are brought up in an environment that teaches them if necessary to
sacrifice victory in order to play the game by the rules an important moral lesson is
imported. This athelete will then have a better chance to grow up to be an honest and
upright citizen to whom the means will be as important as the goal. we do take part in
competitions to win. But the object of winning must be kept in healthy perspective.

Today we often lament the lack of values in society, But where are we acquiring our
attitudes and values from. 0ur role models are our parents, coaches and the professionals
lf these people follow the principles of good sportsmanship, then the children who are
most affected by their role model's action, will emulate them. we must remember that
'Actions speak louder than words' and that young leaders and the reversed sport icons like
Sachin and sania must practice what they preach, if they wish to facilitate the
development of sportsmanship in the young generation.

I shall end with seven rules of sportsmanship :

1 ) Do unto others asyou would have others do untoyou.

2l Havean understanding and appreciation ofthe rules.

3) Enjoyyourselfandencourageenjoymentforothers.

4l Take responsibility for your actions.

5) Recognize and appreciate good performances, especially by the opponent.

6) Exhibit respect for the officials.

7l Expectproperbehaviourfromyourteam-mates.
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I BELIEVE THAT
LIFE HAS HAPPY MOMENTS AND SAD MOMENTS

Someone very wise once said, "You laugh, the world laughs with you. You cry you cry alone." I have gone

through an experience that has made me believe how very right that is. Life keeps giving us surprises. lt depends

upon us, how we take them. At one moment we are "on cloud nine" and the second moment you feel as if the whole

world is conspiring against you. That - is - life. There are up's and down's in everyone's life. "With roses come thorns."

With joy comes sorrow. There was atime in my life when lfelt on top of the world. Let metellyou about it.

Our schoolwas hosting our second prize-day. Everyone was very excited. Many students were winning prizes. I

was from the senior - most class. Many other students, along with me, were appointed prefects' There was double

excitementfor us. There was a special prize for the 'Best Boy of the School' and for the 'Best Girl of the School'''These

were decided by the children of standard 8 and I by voting. I was among the f ive nominees for the 'Best Girl' award. lt

felt odd to stand on stage and let people look at your face and then write down something on the chit they were

supposed to cast their vote. Some people just couldn't make up their mind whom to vote for' Up on the stage, it felt as

though you were running for an electron, except that you can't advertise how good you are in school' Finally the chits

were collected. We hunidly descended from the stage. The Af aftermath of the 'election' was as follows. Rumours

spread like five. Every time someone would tell me that they had voted for me, I would dream longingly of holding the

trophy. Then I would be brought back to reality when even I got to know that someone had not voted for me.

Sometimes people would say that the whole idea of voting was worthless. People had mixed reactions when they

would be asked whom they voted for because they did not want to offend the nominee they did not vote for. Then, the

day of the result, our Prize-dayfinally came. The morning dawned as it had always done. I hadthe same routine, some

clothes, same house and the same breakfast as I had before. lf you said that it was a 'normal' day, all I can say is that it

was the most abnormal 'normal' day | ! | could'nt eat, I was that excited. No one had any idea how I was feeling. Then, I

left for school. I did not sit still for a second in the whole lourney. The ceremony started. The Prefects, I long with

them, marched in. We received our badges and went and sat down. The long list of prize winners followed after that. I

could see my pirents sitting in the front rows. They had told me that if I win the prize, I would have to treat them and if

ldon'ttheywere going to treat me. Theywere sweet enough to saythatthe moneywould be paid bythem on both the

accounts. When the long list of the prize-winners ended, our Principal got up to announce the special-prize winners.

My father's words echoed in my head, " Don't lose hope, winners never quit and quitters never win." I kept my faith in

God. lt was up to him to decide whether I should win the prize or not. The moment our Principal opened his mouth to

say the names, I started trembling with excitement. I did not ever hear my name being called, since I was praying. lt

was only when my best friend {also a Prefect) nudged me with her elbow telling me to get up and get the prize !! | was

overjoyed. Words can't describe my happiness. lwent up to the stage. I opened my mouth to thank my principal and

the chief-guest but no words seemed to come out ! | was shaking with excitement. I could see my parents giving me

a 'thumbs-up'sign. I felt as if nothing could have gone wrong ! Such is the feeling of loy. I hope each and every one

experiences it sometime on the other in their lives ! !

Meher Legha
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Good things come in small packages in life. Even in the darkest of times, we always
have a bit of light coming from somewhere or the othe4 to show us the way. lt is our own
experience that troubles keep coming to us in bigger packages. Most people give up hope
of happiness during this time, but the small package of good things always waits for those
who seek it.

I had a tiring, monotonous day at school. I had been working with my nose to the
grindstone. Exams were nearing and the pressure was on the teachers to complete the
syllabus. They were irritated and troubled with the lack of time, and we, the students were
their only outlet.

It was the sixth period. The teacher had a lot of work to complete. She ordered us to get
our notebooks out. Alas ! This notebook of mine was at present at home, beneath a pile of
books, on my study table. I was honified at my carelessness. I had done the home work
assignment set by herthe previous night and had forgotten the book at home.

I went up to the teacher to explain myself. she gave me a lecture, which was sure to
come, full well-chosen words, she usually reserve for this purpose. I was embarrassed
standing in front of the whole class. She even took me t0 the headmistress the next period.

More lecture, followed by a note to my parents from the headmistress ensured my being in
a grumpy mood for the rest of the day.

when I got home, I was still in a bad mood. But the thought of what would my mother
say made me more miserable. She was sitting at the dinning table I kept my diary in front of
her. She glanced at me, took a pen and to my astonishment signed my diary. she got up
and instructed me to follow her. She took me to our garden. She said that there was a

surprise.....

I looked around and there was my surprise, sitting in the middle of the lawn, smiling the
grass, was black and brown puppy with tears drooping which looked ready to fall. lt was a
german shepherd puppy. I flung myself on my mother and gave her a hug and then darted
towards the puppy. All my troubles forgotten, I cuddled the little dog and thought that I was
the luckiest girl in the whole world. lt was the most joyful moment of my life.

I had my share of bad moments and troubles and I faced them But everything had
changed with the coming of little dog. This dog that could have happened to me.

- Chandani Prasad
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THE VALUE OF FREEDOM

It is that month of the year again. The time when we remember words like Freedom

and Patriotism, when our hearts swell with patriotic fervour and we remember that we are

Indians. We do Indian garments, we sport the tricolour on our cars and then when Aug,

1 5th our Independence Day has passed we are backto everyday chores'

Respected Principal, teachers and my fellow students, today I am here to speak about

the value of freedom. We have taken this basic right so much for granted that we have

forgotten how much an entire generation has sacrified to achieve this. We have opened

oui.yrt in free India, but many decades ago lndians lived as slaves. Enslaved by Great

Britan, who colonised lndia, millions lived a life of ignominy and humiliation.

lndians were not allowed in certain sections of cities or on trains and even in some

hotels. They could not use pavements buy goods from the same shops as British did. In

face of such indignity several leaders rose to demand "SWARAJ" that is independence'

Thousands of liveswere lost and atthe midnight of Aug 14th, lndia awoke to freedom.

when I look around me I wonder do we really value the freedom we have ? Do we

understand what our forefathers really fought for ? Would we have allowed our freedom to

be conupted the way if we really valued it ?

Even if we have not achieved the utopia that Nehru or Gandhi envisioned for us, have

we been able to build upon the basic structure of freedom that they gifted us ? Can we truly

say that we are free when even the basic amenitres like water and electricity have not

reached every corner of India ? When corruption has prevaded every aspect of our

administration are wetrulYfree ?

But it is not as if we do not have success stories to tell. We have Infosys story, the

reliance miracle, the Baba Amte model of Anandnagar. We need to ensure that we choose

the right model and the correct role models'

Freedom is an ongoing process ! We have created it, we now have to maintain it' We

the future citizens of lndia must ensure that basic health and hygience is available to all, a

decent living standard for all citizens is ensured, education, the key to liberation is a must

for all Indians. We should extend this umbrella of freedom to all sections of society, so that

every individual feels that he or she is now able to achieve his or her potential only then will

we have fulfilled our obligation as free citizens of free india'

We must remember that with freedom comes responsibility and that our choices

must be balanced with conscience. Our freedom must become a liberating, empowerlng

and enabling entity.

Karishma Bagrecha
IX. A
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I had never seen

I had never seen 0liver Goldsmith.

So lvisualised him as 0live leaves,

gold ring and Greame Smith.

I had neverseen Dhyan Chand,

So lpicturised him as a person

who was engrosed in Dhyan

I had never seen Shakespere,

So lvisualised him as a person

who shakes the Sphere

I had never seen

Robert Louis Stevenson.

So lpicturised him as a Robot named

as Louis and said " Steven my son."

I have never seen John Kennedy

So lvisualised him as an English man

who spoke Kannada

I had never seen Zail Singh,

So lpicturised him as a person

who worked in a Jail.

I have never seen Dalmiya,

So lpictured him as Miya in Dal

I have never seen Musharaf,

So lvisualised him as a person

who looks like a mushroom

I had never seen David Beckham.

So lvisualised him as a person

who bakes good hamburgers

I am Sayak Bay,

and people resembled me as son of Ray.

SENIOR POEMS

Sayak Ray

VIA

Life is a song

Life is a song

You sing as you go along.

Everyday is what you make of it
Not always thinking of what you take from

lwake up everyday at dawn

And thank the Lord for a brand new morn.

To me life is a song

You sing as you go along.

So be the best you can

Grateful, Loving, Gentle and True.

Love life, live life, help others too

For there are but only a few
Who willthen be as happy as you.

To me life is a song

You sing as you go along.

Tanya Fernandes

vtc

The Butb

The bulb is an invention

Which has made mankind high,

And has made technology reach the sky

the invention is neither owned by you or me,

Nor did I make it as you see.

It was invented by Mr. Thomas the great,

Success for him was notthat late.

Like Mr. Graham Belland his phone,

Mr. Thomas made the invention allon his own.

The bulb needs electricity to eat,

So that it can produce light and heat,

At the end of it's life the bulb fuses.

And in the battle of lights the darkness

wins and the bulb closes.

We all mustthank Mr. Thomas for his

lovely invention.

Nowadays in the dark there is no tension

The bulb is an invention which has made

mankind high,

And has made technology reach the sky.

Indranil Datta

VID
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Earthrq uake

It was a bright and sunny day

and everything was right.

Untilthe lovely place was

turned into a fearful sight

The Earth was shaking with all it's might,

And in the minds of the people

there was a sudden fright.

Allthe people started running

hither and thither.

They all were so nervous that

they forgot to help each other.

Allthe houses and buildings started falling.

Help ! Help ! allthe people were calling.

The Earthquake was merciless and

for the weeping people it did not care,

Forthe people itwas the worst nightmare.

The Earthquake tookthe city

down in a very rude way.

0n seeing such a tragedy,

the people around the world

were speechless and had nothing to say.

Everyone prayed that such a tragedy

should never be repeated again,

Because from these tragedies only

fearness and sadness we gain.

Scientists should try their best to

predict such calamities,

But the fear of such unwanted tragedies

From our mind never flees

My Chemistry Exam

It was the eve of My Chemistry Examination

I was busy with my midnight preparation

The night before my Chemistry exam

I had too little time and too much to cram

The morning was also just the same

With my head spinning with the strain

I reached the school in a horrified state

Everybody was cursoing his or herfate

The examination hallwas cold and dead

lwas dremched in sweat and filled with dread

The long awaited question Baper came to my seat

I was somehow able to read

I started to write with all my might

But worse had to become my plight

I saw the words from my sheet ffu upto the ceiling

Their laughter were like a merciless killing

I pleaded with them to come back to their place

But they showed no pity at my tearful face

My cries were engulfed by their laughter

lfelt like a lamb led to the slaughter

For a movement I gave a glance to my neighbour's sheet

But the teacher's presence did not allow me to cheat

Suddenly lfelt as if GOD himself held my arm

Because I heard the ringing of the morning alarm

With the bell resounding near my head

I realized lwas dreaming and tossing in the bed !

Abhishek Singh Tomar

VII- B

lndranil Datta
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Examination : ATest Match
A classroom is a cricketteam

Examination is a test match

lnvigitators are bowlers and

Paper setters are square leg umpires

Difficult questions are bouncers

Easy questions are boundries and sixes

A cheating case is caught behind

Talking in class is clean-bowled

Report card is a scoreboard

Good marks are centuries and

Repeating the class is follow-on

Three ways to catch a Lion
NeMon's Method : Let the lion catch you. For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction it implies
that you caughtthe lion,

Einstein's Method : Run in the direction opposite to that of the lion. Due to higher relative the lion will also run
faster and will get tired soon. Now you can trap it.

Banta Singh's Method : Don't even try the above methods. You will be caught by the lion.

Himanshu Sharma

vil-c

2l

3l

A Good Book,
is like a good Friend
A good book is like a good friend,

this is what I think.

allwhat I need,

is written in ink.

lfyou have a good book,

You feel no fear at night,

When you have it with you,

You see the light.

Books are knowledge,

All of us know

When you read it,

You just glow.

Books are the truth,

You can't judge,

So if you have a good book,

You know you will enjoy it and love.

Friends
Friends promise can never be broken

Friends secrets can never be stolen

Friendship shines more than a light

Which can never be out of sight

Friends love is boundless

Which can be countless

Friends have a life history

Which can later become a mystery

Friendship is like gold

Which can never be sold.

By - Caroline Bernard

VIIIB

Tai Moscovich

vrl
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Who will Help You ?

When you are in trouble

Whowillhelp you ?

When you want someone to love you

Who will love you ?

When you want to share your secret

With whom willyou share ?

When no one is there with you

Who will help you ?

No one ratherthan your mother

When you wantto trust someone

Whom willtrust you ?

When you want something

Whomwillyou ask?

When you want to come out of your tensions

Who willhelp you ?

No one rather than your mother.

Agiftfrom God,

Don't even hurt her.

She is your past, present & future

Short Story

Two men were cutting wood all day. One worked straight through, without stopping to rest. At the
end of the day, he had sizeable pile of logs. The otherwould chop forfifty minutes and then take a ten
minute break. At the end of the day, he had a much large pile.

"How could you chop more ?" asked the man who had worked continuously. His friend replied,
"when I stopped for rest, I also sharpened my axe.

Love ls

Sharing stories till you are tired togetherness forever

Knowing that you are never by yourself.

Having someone to share your life.

Hanging unto everyword you say.

waiting foryou to return.

Himanshu Sharma

vil-c
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Richa Lal

vilt-A

The Silty Man
A Lady in the room,

Had gone in with a broom,

Her husband asked her why?

She said she wants itto die!

The man was shocked to hear,

And was filled with fear.

He thought, his wife,

Wanted to end his life.

The lady came out of the room,

And went in again with a thicker broom,

Bash ! Bash ! came the sound,

Thud! Thud! And even a pound.

The lady came out and gave a sigh,

She was holding a lizard by it s tail, very high.

The man gave a snort,

The lady laughed cause she had

Guessed what he thought.

The man was ashamed,

But he overcame,

And they both laughed.

------ a hearty laugh !

The Clown
lam a clown

lwear a red gown

I go town to town

everywhere lroam around

I have a cat

Itwears a hat

It dances with me

and also drink tea

I am a busy man

I am a working man

I have to make people laugh

and its not a easytask

I keep on shifting

and llove eating

I hate fighting

and I can not see any one crying

And now I shall say "BYE"

Even though I did not say "Hl"

People ask me why do I only loke on a circus ground ?

And I say because I am a clown

Prakruthi Suresh

vil-c

Tongue TWisters

1l Blissful Brenda blithely backing Britain

2l Doris was dreadfully downhearted and depressed when she discovered how deplorably she was

disorientated.

3l Hetty and Harry hunied homeward to hasten from the howling hurricane.

4l Sally's selfish selling shellfish, So Sally's shellfish seldom sell.

5l Florence Freeman fellforward and frightened herfather.

6l She sewed shirts seriously

7l Five fashionable females flying to France for fresh French fashions.

8l Pretty Polly Perkin polished paper plates and plaster plaques

9l Fancy Nancy didn't fancy doing fancy work.

1 0l 0ur great-grand-gran is a greater great-grand-gran than your great-grand-gran is.

1 1 I Sarah saw a sash shop full of showy, shiny sashes

121 Lilly's lovely lolly cost a lot of Lilly's lovely lolly.

1 3l Grace's gray-green gloves glided gracefully to the ground.

1 4l Flora's fan fluttered feebly and herfine fingers fidgeted.

1 5l Gloria Groot glued a groat to Gregory's goat.

Shehzad Budhwani
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The Enigma of Life

Endless questions never ending queries

Storm the mind when lthink of

the enigma of"life.

They remain unanswered and willalways be

because it remains unravelled, life's mystery

lponderwithouta clue,

Overthe soul and existence,

0ver sensibility and sense

Over thousands of such words

Which represent life

Deep, dark secrets behind them they hide.

Life must go on, they say

But go on to where ?

A destination, a stop ?

lsthere no aim ?

The rich have money and fame,

But what about the others, the mass ?

Those huddled in fear. the csmmoners ?

Forthem, life must go on,

of misery and tears.

Yes, for some it is a sunny day,

To some it appears a dark shade

Hope for some, for others despair

A new chapter begins each day !

For The Gift Of Life

Thank you for the gift of life,

The almighty lord has given me,

For all that I have learnt tillnow
And all that I can see !

The music and songs, I hear

is like some unknown whisper.

Ittakes away my sorrory

You wont believe it, it takes away my tear.

For the food that we always shared

And allthe sweet scents smell.

For the people whom we cared,

And the one who treat us well.

Forthe beauty of you, my uncomparable world

Don't know, whatto do.

Well, the only best thing I can always think of,

is to take good care of you

Forthe thing I've gotthe [esttill now.

Especially my wonderful life.

lwould always be grateful

Forthis gift of Life.

Pragnya S.

VIIIB

PrachiSharma
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SPARKLES

Sparkles is a support system wldch acts as an enrichment programme for some children in the age group of 3 % to I
years.

Various activities are conducted to enhance readiness skills, motor skills, attention span and improve language skills.
While conducting the activities more emphasis is laid on interpersonal skills, social/ emotional behaviour; bonding
and co-operation. Their self esteem is also boosted and they are encouraged to perform to the best of their abilities. lt
aims to provide a facilitative programme to help a child perform with confidence in every sphere of life,

Sparkles is now into its fourth year and has had a number of children who have benefited immensely from this
programme. Besides fulfilling the objective of the facilitative aspect, the children enjoy themselves and take pride in
belonging to Sparkels. lt provides a platform to bring outthe best in them.

Sparkles has expanded into a senior section also, where children above the third stand and right up to the senior most
sections come for remediation. This is basically to enhance language and mathematical skills. Learning is made fun
and simultaneously basics are consolidated.

The Sparkles group consists of teachers namely Ms. R. A. Advani, Ms. B. Abraham and Ms. M. Thomas,
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gttTt[ TrH. e1m'r+rd $Er iF6?r-6-;r

q-&trqrar rEqrd, "( qrqr ErTTin E-+rT

ft{ qr+di+ Erq, gE F6ulil irwTn oTrirr, +
ilq-q E6urS srentt f4"U oTre. t qrc tstf, trt
gsrnerdfa."
qffi qw frd + T*+. twi <rrri veo virg
frd. qrasr qrrq|6€ ft,rfu ftrf,ri rrFrfr,

eJF rsrqhr d r6oTrd[T, "f4ug r{Ff€srcTT TIIEIIF'

q{I *rof1 qffi grrrum eTrB. fr .r11qd rils
GTd."

+trdr dtrfr r fowli *r vr+an ft ffi qrre.
ff{fir vr+ 6}d }q. -eu;{ {#dr ftqre. tr#+
*edr|6e +e ere onDr srrqrqr frfi-qr
qrddriqdqnrorrcfu+artar.

qd 6r IrGrclttn crq ffi*+m Td.fi.
furqrq gr6tc cffi+dT. cqmfr enftr vqn.
srqr serqti ft69 ftiffidr +dr. Erffdr cq tg,
+dr.

q*i sc: r{re o,rfrq qrFn-e Erfr. d
rEuITdfT, crqri frTffi ortfta, siqr
wrqtr;TT;I{{rantT. , '

sr ?FrdkT ffi +ar+, gtftra rrffi qn
d+. srfur vor qsri, 6nd .rftq q{+dr fdt
fr-ql ftd. Rnqr wvnef ffifl qfddr

fc+tr qftrqfttrEr. sfuqn a eFe[ q Fq, qr

s#q rrdrra+ rqrsr. qd er qrerr der, qur

vrenff Tft* ;r€TT. q.lTr+ \srfl ftflu
glmrd qrnrqrff Tff, FR{.td: ftbqr

r+mri vcqeroi. {fu qrerqr qrFd fi
F6ur*S qra+, "+qI qrgr eirlrd vrert+r v+*
ilfttqcq+st."

Shuchi Maitraya
VII- A

'ilgl 3IICrSrtr UUI'

'ffi' 6T qrw GiltrseTT vror ent. E[ T{ur qFr

ftrqqT qrqtT oTiilcT. qr fe*ris v* ery$
qqtge ?itftd q qurqt amd. qI TruTr('IT

'M' ofildtrturdrd.

ffiq ftffsid cTrrfr wrge €<t ffttft
ri'Fd iFrcd. qTFS qrn{dr qrffa E}a d}
fuFe qierd. Saqrqr, Tqh', erqn arqd,
q,erbvs{d.

frloref, q+ o,rs EnETr.rcTT Frdrind. RnT&

err'ei Tdiqr eiFiq fi. FTrq, 6li;+r, wn@n

ffi 191lqrff drr6 qrr+. ffiqr
fu{sid eTrAdI UqA sirr+. fffid qc
dqffir iFTrqdTT ffi. rwlil Tc{r Er r{ur qc
3Trqgd.

Scherezade Dastur

'3ffIlcll frd'
sTrFqT d g6'gf,r sTre. tqri qrq dff oTri.

srql trr mr6dl oTri. + q{ qr16 eTrt. dd .Trd-
qro.ff srd srar qor W 3TF€i-+
qturu{iq{ liqd d s{r.fqr wri rerur erd.
frft qrsreft ddril. ff nE qr *od. w *ft d
+qsTrqd. *ffqmqroTmsd.

Aditva 
TllaT

'afgl dgt'
qrrf, qrsr ier erre. qr*t ter qr +dr cG.
rngr isTrd qr r€rr sfria. Grfu ffi oTrtd.

rTT:FrT ffl-6 qmiid crTf. swf'ar q+er$ 3G.
++ 0r+o. eTqf+ *o TcreilrT. t erio rnqr

+mrs. t+ sri6 ult gsq sr&. qrsr tsTrqr
rrctr elftqn qtd. mn rngr ter qr err+ed.

Prachi Mishra
vil-c
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'ritfJl Gfrr+e'
3TrEifr'IT1-gfrq $ur nrqi.F'trqrd ffi errnt 31rrd. Fd erqt+ vrur cnqfr 3{fl€r+ srqt otd. qur

*d qrfrqiil sTftqH qreFrT srd q,rfi rr$q f*rs$ GTrrfr vrrdt q'yd. qt+fr w E6Trd "9q

ctirr€" F6q+q'igdT frfi ' .

qrrc Eqt ? oo qqf ien sTfu+, q{ grq, gd.nd q h'q qiqr ofeft{ *dr GTFr@tt ,r{Nilqrtd{r weil
oqrq$ne tnvcr#a f+siff eTrqd qrurqunctrar+d q 9 3uo ffi qrwseiegrm q <qr+ T{d *q
vrd a-en-*e* tgT"rffii{T qre, F{rfrm r{qr+ *6ut-d, qarsrqiefr, tiqe}qr eil-qn, d.
qqrdwrdA6sqqtr{.

qT qqdqFn gw ordm qRil* trocrrff ffi te) vrrwr ffi. lTrcdr+ ilTqr+ eeh qsqwi
crff id ftqqw orecn vrqrft fid +q qor+ ugu rilcc M Fdr'ft dffi .

srFrqt effi €eiTcr ffi +ff stq{rEr+ {Trsrgr +dr qrd G[K{r& vrd eTrour rfiffifr qri, Fd
f{qrefi crrurTrr.F, Ewreflqm qiqr sqfi*flT erqr+€lr are qri. eTrd#d w-qfr-S q
w,rsdfufl ,ff Ufi ri+m{irrerrr.

srd rr$q f{ds srdt bargt, r*fi qr FTrda v$v urmr, {rqiq 3Tferm, uqr Fru&.

Shubina Boy

'gIJ Rrold'
Rrqr$ rerrrq t sfu ggq dA. qiqr qq Rrqit foc'Erfi s611. iqt tF rdrT ffi trq dS. +
qT srqrq erd. qRsiqr enr *o. flmr$ rr6RTqiil sralFl G[rq-ser =rd. + Grqrfiffs-qq il6e.
*t+ ftnai* rrcr;sg ird. si+ FF{rer ffiq are. +€ rrd +o, Ed sre. qar f}rqr$
rmmiftrq$qrerr*ored.

Harshila Jagtap
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'wqgfor'
v€rdrrcT sq qq dtq$. r{rwil erq ffi. ereT ltrrrel=rrfi *nr fr. $6r@Fiffi qrcsror id.
qR{rT} 6+d .ncqr ffi . irqffr q+ eftcd derr ; reUI{ qrfi{t* qre qTFdRT.

qrnrrdilrr o.eft qm{r* firrfuq gv enri, 6q tnfr ffift * eil en oM. sqffi qtofrs cruft

dt. Tfr -.ne qsq qreckT. fqtrt -ila{rE q{FT cffi fl rr. q.'rffi fdrftw fi s{} wrG. etdrd fr },
dqFilrrdfl H qrd qrarerqq GilFEft [ Er+6 GNr+. d.rd qS wteil'isr+ ase oRTA.

sTrFfr qrqfirf, qv ffi. qrrercTr rrrcisnr qv emie Fr6d). qlq tr.nc 1o inrarc. qFr{{rfrIrd

qicqrora w.rw {w GFr}. rldroreq* a.r {.fft{.fr qqilH. cTFFIeT frfrer fr-fflrsr qr+. ofi
efioTefiai*rgqfrfrfird.

qrs'qrtarqgeo, aqed. qrqt{rTe crFrerrdTT slqqrfr RdA. GfiTTEItil?N{rdT crFroeTrsqdrft

trsd onfrr s[rrqrdr W c[FiE +]. rr6TT tTFrHraT rqrt{rw qrd.

t"'t'l,tit-nl

'frJ'
dr a qq get qefi cnt. qr+ oi'r rrrrFqrt fi*-fdtn qrrfr. vt* rTrE qq diq ctrre. iqFql

+trrw vo, Efl gvr cnrc\. +ilqT ftt+rlr wnu {e* ft$rd. qra ftfrq {.ri* fui srsfrre. q}t

qrqm rr6d). d enq q ffi qrd. s[rfileffiT 6q +drd. t€r +ttar qv en;i< ffi. q.r *t ilq
Fnqrh. rcn *q qq oTr+sd. *q er encrar qr$q cefr err*.

*'n"il,',iII

'ilfgl SII.|SrII a6'
rrnFrr silTserT diar+ qrE 'd-d' cTrt. ET \'6 qrr#q +6 sTrt. ff e{+q deqto,r$ rfliFrl

Fniqt}w 6r d6 ffi. qr M .nm *q de sis \qtq wtrs drri. 6r +Erft +d GTre.

d-d qr d6d f;rrrq fi oTrld. qr d6rfr d=T r{q dr.rfrrd. fq r{e qFr@I Ts+sr donicr s1

*a errqurrqr riqd furq qre inrd. ?rrqunt +drq cr{ra@r +dR*qT{ ilrFilS slt{f,rfr frhEr qo'

uicrog+ gcvr rsiqrqdd Er+d EIr\F-;I IFKI: qI qqrq etiltT.

qr dare ur+F Tdiqr/Tdqr qrq *sr ffi. er da M qrTr ry ffi. 3i'nd

qqffir At. w darar qr q+ sd qrrri arre qrfrf, ; rfl[+s ET +6 qar sncsd.

Madhuri Malegaonkar
vilt-c
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%4 ring our School Song, wth

a voice loud and strong,
We chant "Bishop's" name with

a will
It's the School that we honour,

the best School of all !

Let our chorus now re-echo
to the hills.

The pure Deccan winds waft our
theme to the world,

We are proud of our past, and
today

May God bless our dear School
and enkindle the flame

In each spirit that within her
works and plays

The flowers all around speak of
beauty serene,

And as symbols of strength the
hills stand,

While the "Mulla" like progress
flows on through the days,

Nature's lessons are before us
to command

The years will press on, and
the cares of the world

May make us forget for a while,
But the thought of the School

Shall inspire us anew,
Give us courage/ greater strength

and peace of mind

When life's work is done and
the past echoes by,

And we ponder on days left behind,
We shall look back with pride
on the School that we love,

The Alma Mater that our
memories enshrine.

And when at long last our life's
course we have run,

May the world be aware of us then,
That we honour our School that

taught us how to live,
To be "Thorough" to be

true, and to be men.

Let the welkin resound with our
loud clarion call,

"Play up Bishop's ! never let
our Colours fall !"
"Play up Bishop's !

never let our Colours fall !"

by A. E. Lunn




